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THE UCF CREED

Integrity, scholarship, community, creativity, and excellence are the core values that guide our conduct, performance, and decisions.

INTEGRITY
I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

SCHOLARSHIP
I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

COMMUNITY
I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

CREATIVITY
I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

EXCELLENCE
I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.

Gonfalons Symbolize the Spirit of the University of Central Florida
University of Central Florida

UCF Stands for Opportunity in scholarship, leadership, research, and service. The university also creates opportunities for economic development, as well as community and industry collaboration. UCF is Central Florida’s higher education partner and its hometown university.

The talents of UCF’s more than 214,000 alumni, more than 59,700 students, and more than 10,000 faculty and staff members have made UCF one of the nation’s leading metropolitan research universities, and UCF is committed to innovative community partnerships, world-class research with local impact, and the integration of technology and learning.

The university offers 90 bachelor’s degrees, 87 master’s degrees, three specialist degrees, and 31 doctoral degrees, as well as more than 94 graduate certificate programs. To date, more than 235,400 degrees have been awarded.

The university seal, shown above, is the symbol that sets our university apart from others. As you might expect, choosing a university seal is no simple task. In UCF’s case, the job took 26 months. From the very first suggestion, submitted in early 1966, to the unveiling of the present seal, it was a task without precedent for those who were involved in the process.

In the two years after the first submission, nearly 50 designs and 70 different color combinations were considered. The motto, Reach for the Stars, eventually served as the inspiration for the seal. It was first verbalized by charter president Charles N. Millican. The phrase came to him, he recalled, when he was flying on a night that was so clear the stars sparkled.

Stars were used in a variety of combinations. Pegasus, the winged horse of mythology, was added to depict both contrast and connection between old and new, the humanities and the sciences.

In their search for tenets on which to launch a new experiment in higher education, the university’s founders focused on two: Accent on Excellence and Accent on the Individual. Growth notwithstanding, their successors remain committed to that end. The university’s motto, Reach for the Stars, encourages UCF’s students, faculty and staff members, and alumni to go beyond the ordinary.

Indeed, extraordinary things happen in UCF’s classrooms and laboratories every day, and UCF is prominent among its peers. UCF Stands for Opportunity.
Dear Graduates:

Congratulations to each of you for the achievements that have brought you to this day. Congratulations are also in order to your families, whose love and support have undoubtedly contributed to your success.

Today’s commencement exercises mark the completion of a period of studying and learning, of developing and adapting, and of accomplishing and contributing. All of these activities prepare you for successful careers and for service as leaders in our society. Your university education will be of immeasurable benefit to you for the rest of your lives.

As you leave UCF, please remember three things. First, your education is a lifelong process. Maintain the intellectual curiosity that got you this far, and never cease your learning. Second, use your knowledge, your talent, and your degree for responsible purposes. Our world is so complicated that we need all the ability we can muster to solve the great problems of our time. Finally, remember your university and be loyal to it.

Best wishes for a lifetime of success and satisfaction.

Cordially yours,

John C. Hitt
President
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* Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called. Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.

As a courtesy to the graduates and families being recognized today, we ask that you remain in your seat until all graduates have crossed the platform.

The ceremony will last approximately two hours.

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration, and student body in honoring our graduates.
The Honorable Dean Cannon

The Honorable Dean Cannon of Winter Park began his service in the Florida House of Representatives since 2004, and he was Speaker of the House from 2010-2012. He represented District 35, which includes UCF’s Orlando campus.

Raised in Lakeland, Cannon received a bachelor’s degree in journalism and a law degree from the University of Florida. He served as student body president at UF and was elected to the University of Florida Hall of Fame.

Cannon is a land-use and local-government lawyer with his own practice. He began practicing law in Orlando in 1993, and he has served as a member of several committees of The Orange County Bar Association and The Florida Bar. He also has worked as co-editor of a publication of the American Bar Association. Representative Cannon is the honorary chairman of the board for the Life for Kids Adoption Agency, and he has served as a trustee of the Orlando Science Center.
Grand Marshal ......................................................................................................................... Dr. Linda Gibson-Young
Commencement Speaker ........................................................................................................ Dr. Sanford C. Shugart
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Catherine Sue Weddle, Music Performance
Douglas Scott Zimmerman, Philosophy

Dean, College of Nursing ........................................................................................................ Dr. Jean D. Leuner
Dean, College of Sciences .......................................................................................................... Dr. Michael Johnson
College Top Honor Graduates
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John Michael Martinez, Psychology
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Commencement Speaker

Dr. Sanford C. “Sandy” Shugart serves as the president of Valencia College, which recently won the prestigious Aspen Prize as the top community college in the nation. The college was recognized for its innovative curriculum and transfer program, its high graduation rates, and its outstanding record of employment for its graduates.

Shugart previously served as president of North Harris College in Texas and vice president of the North Carolina Community College System. He earned his Bachelor of Science, Master of Arts in Teaching, and Ph.D. in Education degrees at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

In addition to his work at Valencia, Shugart serves on the American Council on Education and the Executive Leadership Institute, and he is a visiting scholar at Oxford University. He also serves his community on the board of directors at the Metro Orlando Economic Development Commission, Orlando Health, and Florida’s Blood Centers.

Dr. Shugart is known for his expertise in the area of leadership, and he is a published poet and songwriter with three independently produced albums.

Dr. Sanford C. Shugart
Dr. Barbara M. Jenkins was named district superintendent of the Orange County Public Schools in May 2012. In this position, she oversees the education of more than 183,000 students in the nation’s 11th-largest school district.

A graduate of Winter Park High School, Dr. Jenkins received her bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees from the College of Education at UCF. She has worked as a classroom teacher, staff developer, principal, and senior director for elementary education in Orange County.

From 1998 through 2005, she was the assistant superintendent of human resources for Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools in North Carolina where she was responsible for employee relations, licensure, benefits, compensation, and employment. During her tenure in Charlotte, Jenkins was recognized for her innovative strategies to increase equity among schools.

Jenkins returned to Florida to serve as chief of staff and deputy superintendent for Orange County Public Schools. As an executive cabinet member, she has overseen five area superintendents and the Division of Teaching and Learning.

Dr. Jenkins is a fellow of the nationally recognized Broad Urban Superintendents Academy.
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

MEGHAN LOUISE GRIFFIN
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Melody Bowdon

DAVID ROSS ROGERS
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin Meehan

College of Business Administration

JOSEPH GARRETT CANADA
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Vicky Arnold

SONG WANG
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Vladimir Gatchev

SHREEJATA SAMAPATI
Economics
Major Advisor: Dr. Shelby Gerking

College of Education

ZYAD H. BAWATNEH
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Erhan Haciomeroglu

RICHARD HADLEY DUNKEL
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara Murray

THERESA CLARE BECKER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Rebecca Hines

PATRICIA FONTAN ESPARZA
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth T. Murray

FEHMI ANIL BILGIHAN
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Fevzi Okumus

JEE YEON HAHM
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Deborah Breiter

MARY MCPHERSON BOTT
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Ctrón

JANET MARIE KEARNEY
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

CHERYL ANN CICOTTI
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Ctrón

ANGELA MARIE KERSENBROCK
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Ctrón

KATHRYN R. CORTELYOU
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Karen Biraimah
Major Advisor: Dr. Michelle Kelley

SHARA MICHELLE LEE
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Ctrón
ERIN JANE MANDER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Randall Hewitt
Major Advisor: Dr. Carolyn Hopp

TRACY COFFEY MCKINNEY
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Eleazar Vasquez III

ERIN ELIZABETH MYSZKOWSKI
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón

JOHN THOMAS PETKO
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn Lambie
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen Sivo

SELMA MERAL POWELL
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Lisa Dieker

NIRMALA DEVI RAMLAKHAN
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Bobbi Jeanpierre

MARC MONTGOMERY SPITTLEER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen Sivo

TAMMY R. STAFFORD
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Vicky Zygouris-Coe

CARRIE LEAH STRAUB
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Eleazar Vasquez III

LEE-ANNE TRIMBLE SPALDING
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael Hynes
Major Advisor: Dr. Michelle Kelley

PAUL F. WILHITE
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

CARMEN MARIE WOODHALL
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Vicky Zygouris-Coe

TERESA ANNETTE WRIGHT
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara Murray

College of Engineering and Computer Science

HATEM AHMED YASSIN ABOU-SENNA
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Essam Radwan

GAUTHAM ANIL
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Annie Wu

DANIEL JOHNATHAN BARBER
Modeling and Simulation
Major Advisor: Dr. Lauren Reinerman-Jones

NICHOLAS J. BEATO
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Charles Hughes

MARIA TERESA BULL TORRES
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Jose Sepulveda

AHMED H. EL-NASHAR
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Dima Nazzal

BRIAN JOSEPH GRUMMEL
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Z. John Shen

GAITH N. HADDAD
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Gary Leavens

BRENT HANSEN HORINE
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Damla Turgut

MAINUL HOSSAIN
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ming Su

KE HUANG
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Yongho Sohn

ASHWANI KAUL
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Neelkanth Dhere
JUSTIN LOGAN KEY  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Essam Radwan

FEI LIANG  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jihua Gou

JIAN LIU  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Chengying Xu

YING LIU  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Wasfy Mikhael

WEN LIU  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Juin J. Liou

SYED ZAIN MASOOD  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Marshall Tappen

NARASIMHA RAJU NAGAIH  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher Geiger

DAVID L. REID  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sudipta Seal

XINHUA REN  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Xun Gong

ABHISHEK SAHA  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ranganathan Kumar

YUNUS DADA SALAMI  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Fidelia Nnadi

KEGAN GARETH FILES SAMUEL  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Marshall Tappen

YA SHEN  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Xun Gong

LALIT SHOKEEN  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Schelling

JAYAPREGASHAM THARAMAPALAN  
Environmental Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Steven Duranceau

BOYI YANG  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Z. John Shen

College of Medicine

JANET MARIE DOWDING  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Self

ARPITA A. ROY  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. P. E. Kolattukudy

SHAHANAWAZ SHERALI JIWANI  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Travis Jewett

College of Nursing

JOYCE P. BURR  
Nursing  
Major Advisor: Dr. Angeline Bushy

CAROL LYNN LAWRENCE  
Nursing  
Major Advisor: Dr. Anne Norris

IMAN TAWFIQ HILAL  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher Blackwell

SUSAN B. QUELLY  
Nursing  
Major Advisor: Dr. Maureen Covelli
DEBORAH ANNE SABER  
Nursing  
Major Advisor: Dr. Anne Norris

LYNN ANN SHARP WASER  
Nursing  
Major Advisor: Dr. Karen Aroian

College of Optics & Photonics

HUI-CHUAN CHENG  
Optics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Shin-Tson Wu

JONATHAN L. ROSCH  
Optics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Winston Schoenfeld

APURVA JAIN  
Optics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Leonid Glebov

MATTHEW R. WEIDMAN  
Optics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Martin Richardson

THOMAS W. KOHLGRAF-OWENS  
Optics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Aristide Dogariu

SU XU  
Optics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Shin-Tson Wu

YAN LI  
Optics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Shin-Tson Wu

College of Sciences

FARZAD BEHAFARID  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Beatriz Roldan Cuenya  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lee Chow

BENJAMIN P. PEARMAN  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael D. Hampton  
Major Advisor: Dr. Richard Blair

MICHAEL ROBERT MARINO CHINI  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Zenghu Chang

HAJRAH M. QUDDUSI  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Enrique Del Barco

MARC RAYMOND GABRIEL ELIE  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Cherie Yestrebsky

JESSICA M. RAY  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mustapha Mouloua

ALLYSON MARIE FENWICK  
Conservation Biology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher L. Parkinson

OSCAR JULIAN SANTIESTEBAN  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. J. Manuel Perez

STEPHANIE GONZALEZ GUITTAR  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. James D. Wright

BIDDUT KUMER SARKER  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Saiful I. Khondaker

VALENTINE KEVIN JOHNS  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Yi Liao

MONAS SHAHZAD  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Robert Peale

DAEHA JOUNG  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Saiful I. Khondaker

LYNN M. SIMS  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Robert Igarashi
PETER ALFRED SMITH  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Clint Bowers

LEESA ANN SOUTO  
Conservation Biology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ross Hinkle  
Major Advisor: Dr. Penelope Canan

VAIBHAV THAKORE  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. James J. Hickman  
Major Advisor: Dr. Eduardo Mucciolo

DOUGLAS J. TOMLIN  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Christian A. Clausen
Candidates for Education Specialist

MICHAEL DAVID ANTMANN
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Murray

RENDON A. FLETCHER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Murray

JACQUELINE ANTIONETTE FLYNN
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Stacy Van Horn

Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

JOHN MICHAEL CUMMINGS
Creative Writing

DANIEL EDWARD DAVIS
Theatre

HEATHER MARIA HARMS
Creative Writing

JONAS OLIVER MUELLER
Creative Writing

ALEJANDRO MUJICA
Creative Writing

NILS CHRISTIAN TARANGER
Film
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies Track
Dominique N. Ferguson

English MA-Rhetoric and Composition Track
Joshua David Roney

English MA-Technical Communications Track
Nathan Edward Bower
Kaitlin Elizabeth Martinez

History MA
Joseph George England III
Mark Donald Schellhammer II

History MA-Accelerated MA Track
Joshua Edward Pettitt

History MA-Public History Track
Lindsey Louise Turnbull

Music MA
Brandon E. Clinton
Carol Kathleen McCoy

Spanish MA
Andrea Isabel Ledezma
Yilaisa Coromoto Seijas
Anibal Josue Torres
Nancy Elena Vincencs

Teaching English (TESOL) MA
Elan Jessie Azuz
Jessica Marie Drew
Stephanie Nicole Lancaster
Carinista Nisi Quintero
Leslie Jeanne Wier

Master of Science

Interactive Entertainment MS
Sebastian Amunategui
Vincent Julian Angerosa
Silvia Elena Arana
Derrick Barra
Travis H. Barton
Blake Battle
Amanda Beaver
Skott M. Bechara

Dennis Stig Robert Brännvall
Natalie Marie Burke
Kevin Delane Carrière
Aleksandar Paul Castelain
Charlyn Keating Chisholm
Mursheed Choudhury
Geoffrey William Cox
Tammy Dao
Tiffany L. Dao
Alexis C. De Girolami
Patrick Joseph Dolinak III
Monica S. Espinoza
Patrick M. Feller
Eric Michael Frichter, Jr.
Marco A. Garcia
Gabriel Emilio Gonzalez
Jeremiah Steven Graves
Hunter Ian Hart
Daiwei He
Michael Jerome Heard
Joseph Alexander Hodgkiss
Darrel K. Hoffman
David Hottal
Stephen Peter Karasevich
Rakshath Kashyap M. H.
Scott Christopher Knapp
Esther Y. Ko
Steven Charles Kosanovich
Emily Kathleen Krebs
Michael R. Krusel
Paige Derosa Lehner
Alexander Michael Lemke
Trevor Lowe
Kyle Andrew Martin
Ryan McConnell
Drew Merritt
Kyle Avery Peplow
Caitlin Mary Pollard
Kirun Kumar Purushothaman
Floyd Anthony Reece
Mark L. Reeves
Shary Tanya Reeves
Leoric G. Rodriguez
Brian Rose
Chris David Russell
James Bradford Simmons
Jonathan Small
Robert William Stewart II
Yanan Tang
Max Thomson
Seto Dawn van Boxtel
Bryan Ruben Venzen

David Lee Weston II
Nathan Tyler Yelle
Jeffry Steven Younger
College of Business Administration

Master in Sport Business Management

Sport Business Management MSBM
Francisco Aristeguieta
Christopher Patrick Moran

Master of Business Administration

Business Administration MBA
Federico Ezequiel Waczewski

Business Administration MBA-Lockstep Evening MBA Track
Parul Acharya
Robert Altomare
Ross Charles Anderson
Rahman Atanda Anjorin
Danielle Jejuane Bellamy
Lenka Bergmann
Mark C. Buhring
Edgar Leonard Burkhardt
Claire Mia Burnett
Mireya Cortés
Philip Christopher Costa
Troy Thomas Coulter
Elise M. Dantuma
Elizabeth Davison
Sherron Christine Dennehy
Enejargal Dorjchuluun
Michael Anthony Farris
Kory William Gibbs
Shirley Godfrey
Robert E. Gossett, Jr.
Katyann Elizabeth Grindle
Leonardo Mello Guimaraes
Orlando Demetric Gunn, Jr.
Jarret Sheppard Harker
Timothy Jeffrey Haw
Kathy He
Adam R. Hull
Alice Wangari Kimeria
William Aaron Kipersztok
Esther Oluwatosin Layode
Monirat Antoinette Lecky
Lauren Kathryn Lee
Shanshan Liu
Kaitlin F. Lockett
Kristin Renae Luby
Tabitha Sherri Mast
Lindsey Mauro
Suzanne Rose Mcnally
Angelica Lee Mealing
Sean James Mihalik
Michelle Marie Milkovitch
Kevin N. Moore
Dashell M. Morris
Mario Humberto Newman
Viet Hau Nguyen
Brenton Antoine Francois Nickerson
Keli Malia O'Donnell
Staci R. O'Keefe
Christopher D. Orpilla
Emmanuel Ortiz
Anna Taylor Peak
James D. Phelan
Nattapitch Polananta
Ingrid Quinones-Torres
Sara Asif Rathore
Bernardo Rodriguez, Jr.
Sumaira Saeed
Lenn Michael Scholz
Rachel Rose Schwartz
Andre Michael Seballo
Tamara Myschelle Sherrod
Sean Wai Smith
Andrea Marie Street
Wesley Everett Tefft
Stephen Douglas Thiel
Oifang Tian
Aaron P. Trigg
Susan Barbara Tully
Jessica Noelle Vanatta
Megan F. Voeller
Brian B. Waterfield
Leigh Marissa Weaver
Jennifer Lynn Wesley
Brenna Nicole Williams
Sean Eugene Williams

Business Administration MBA-MBA-Cohort-1 Year/Full-Time
Kimberly Catherine Morris
Marilyn Amanda Perez
Shevon Ky-Anne Hyacinth Power
Susan Victoria Thomson

Master of Science in Taxation

Taxation MST
Matthew Lee Anderson
Austin Laurence Barimo
Jacob Francis Booth
Stacy Ilyse Cohn
Fletcher C. Coonan
Jennifer Carolyn Freneh
Chandni V. Kalra
Helen Leung
Faylisa J. Massey
Ian Thomas Murphy
Monika Heurich Negron
Ashlynn Elizabeth Reeder
Sean Michael Sarkissian
Kyung Jin Yi

Master of Science in Accounting

Accounting MSA
Heather Joy Bierman
Monika Borches
Lauren Leigh Buechele
Aksana Chornenkaya
Richard Anderson Crawford
Tania Rochelle Dunn
Randall James Dutcher II
Kamelin Engel
Nicholas Eugene Frazier
Cassady Thomas Glenn
Keegan O. Hall
Sherin M. Hassan
Alicia Marie Hasty
Julia Diane Henson
 Xiaona Huang
Brice Evan Husselbaugh
Marissa Ann Kaprow
Haleigh L. Kerns
Svetlana Kuzminskaya
Mai S. Lam
Harmony L. LaZore
Christina Marie Parnell
Bruce W. Phillips
Sabrina Kathryn Rhoades
Jeri L. Samet
Jonathan Maxwell Schwartz
Jingal Shah
Bryan Edward Simkanich
Jessica Ann Sofranec
Timothy Charles Straub
Stephanie Christa Watkins
Fan Zhang
College of Education

Master of Arts

Applied Learning and Instruction MA
Rhonda S. Baldwin
Susan R. Burritt
David Bustos
Caitlin B. Freyvogel
Myriam Ivette Merced
Jami Lynn Miner
Charlie James Patterson III
Diana Dawn Scott
Karin Elisabeth Seidel

Career and Technical Education MA
Rodney Daniels
Adrienne Michelle Demetry
Neshea L. Griffin
Tracie Ann Saunders

Counselor Education MA-Mental Health Counseling Track
Deborah W. Ainsworth
Shannia Ali
Alexander George Cole
Keisha Tracey Delva
Brandy Lee Espinosa
Jessica M. Ferro
Rachel Nicole Forbes
Alejandro Garcia-Rojas
Sarah Hoskins Myers
Alexandra Mihalakos
Jennifer Lynn Pilot
Jennifer Lynn Rogers
Roberto Salas, Jr.
Brittany Ann Beverly Sted
Joleen Dunne Windsor
Elliott Scott Woehler
Morgan Paige Wright

Counselor Education MA-School Counseling Track
Kasey A. Cash
Amanda Catherine Flader
Katia Fabienne Gauthier
Jenna L. George
Ashlie Renee Noles

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Community College Education Track
Ashley Elizabeth Becker
Darren James Lacoste

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Student Personnel Track
Brandy Lynn Christman
Kallie Anne Reyes

Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Catherine Anne Ernst
Kyle Harrison Hickman
Richard Q. Palmer

E-Learning-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Deborah Ann Gibson
Natalie Lynette Ladiero
Juliana L. Robertson
Amanda Marie Williams

Elementary Education MA
Mary S. Cortellini
Denise DeLaFlor
Kelli Lee Fisher
Erin N. Gotthardt
Natalie C. Lorenz
Merline Magny
Nicole Lynne Schreiber
Dominica Tristia Stanger
Erin Bree Turrell
Julie Ann Vazquez
Richard Douglas Vitez
Nikki Royer Voyles

English Language Arts MA with ESOL Endorsement
Kari Krystine Ordiales

Exceptional Student Education K-12 MA
Dominique N. Blanchard
Jaeseok Chon
Fatimah Tuere McGee
Andrew Kirk Shaheen
Christine Ann Taylor
Marcelle Catherine Urban

Exceptional Student Education K-12 MA-Varying Exceptions MA Track
Amanda Baker

Instructional Systems-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Christina Elaine Cook
Lindsay Ann Fey
Maram Muneer Khayyat
Ray Joel Michel
Mark Eric Morris
Michael John Neunfeldt
Gin Albert Serra
Elizabeth Daab Szigeti

Marriage and Family Therapy MA
Yamille Feliciano Aponte
Meghan Elizabeth Guck-Bhogal
Johanne Jimenez - Alexander
Scarlett Sahara Nolen
Rachel Michelle Rochman

Social Science Education MA
Jeffrey Neil Gordon
Kathryn Bailey Williams

Sport and Fitness MA-Health/Wellness and Applied Exercise Physiology Track
Ashley Nicole Lariviere

Master of Arts in Teaching

Teacher Education MAT-Art Education MAT Track
Katelyn Ann Barnwell
Jeremiah Von Davis
Jennifer Marie Vigilante

Teacher Education MAT-English Language Arts Education ESOL MAT Track
Davida Victoria Holmes
Gretchen Marie Martinez
Diana Asuncion Perrault
David Armando Rego

Teacher Education MAT-Mathematics Education MAT Track
Danielle Larissa Rispoli

Teacher Education MAT-Middle School Science Education MAT Track
Kara Margaret Mathews

Teacher Education MAT-Science Education-Chemistry MAT Track
Lydia Frances Nebel
Tonga Ramseur

Teacher Education MAT-Social Science Education MAT Track
Alyssa Ann Barrett
Christopher Cherepaw
Zachary Carson Eaton
Jordan Todd Filderman
Raul Augusto Gutierrez
Jessica Lauren Hoff
Joshua Turner Sellards
Barbara D. Shackelford
Erin Armeter Shields
College of Education

Master of Education

Early Childhood Education MEd-Early Literacy Track
Kristina Michelle Yontz

Educational Leadership MEd
Desiree Rene Bland
Kay Ann Brown
Cynthia Tepper Buist
Megan Lynn Fitzgerald
Kathryn Kuck Pedicelli
Tara Sue Ruyter
Kelsey Rose Tyler

Elementary Education MEd
Kari Lee Boyle
Linda Fluke Braun
Allison Mary Carli
Laura Marie Davis
Melissa Criss MacFerren
Brittany M. Rolle
Kaitlyn Tolman
Leann F. WInsley
Emilie Ruth Zayas

English Language Arts MEd
Tamra Gertrude Jenkins
Teresa Huerta Kirkland

Exceptional Student Education MEd
Tracy A. Baggott
Yolie Bauduy
Melissa Bufka
Stephen Francis Grebeck
Heather Lee Hanson
Lisa Jackson-Crawford
Jessica Knoll
Georgiana Marie Mahon
Leigh Ann Moss
Suzanne Ellen Rose
Gracejoy Elardo Stephens
Tina Magaly Sutton
Lisa Ann Whiston

K-8 Math and Science MEd
Jenifer Trimble Rembert

Mathematics Education MEd
Saralee Minta Bergeron
Nazareth Cadet
Shannon P. Flynn
Daniel Garcia
Susan Marie Blanck Gotwals

Reading Education MEd
Amanda Renee Lynn Blevins
Jamie Elizabeth Dooley
Christine Marie Gardenour
Sheri Amrita Millman
Ashley Burns Nelson

Social Science Education MEd
James Michael Stackpole

Teacher Leadership MEd
Julie Beth Johnson

Master of Science

Early Childhood Development and Education MS
Jenna Lynn Bagnoli
Helen Samuel Belai
Danielle M. Donnelly

Sport and Exercise Science MS-Applied Exercise Physiology Track
Wesley S. Johnson
Anthony Joseph Morganelli
Andrew Taylor Trees

Sport and Exercise Science MS-Coaching and Sport Administration Track
Megan Renee Edgley
Koby Matthew Garick
Brian David Kehe
Anthony Robert Kreitzer
Eric Allan Lodge
Rebecca Sue Thomas
Whitney Alsha Washington
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science

Civil Engineering MS-Structures and Geotechnical Engineering Track
Mohamed Muftah R. Alrowaimi
Jordan Paul Bjorn
Mohsen Fathey Mohamed Elsayed
Blake Edward Joyce
Cory Christine Kennedy

Civil Engineering MS-Transportation System Engineering Track
Hatem Ayman Aguib
Luis C. Figueroa Feria
Scott Robert Harris
Haluk Laman
Marlo E. Wright
Donghang Zhao

Civil Engineering MS-Water Resources Engineering Track
Allyson Grace Hunt
Daina Elizabeth Smar

Computer Science MS
David Patrick Adams
Raghu Nandan Avula
Miguel Angel Becerra
Steven Wesley Braege
Edward Christian Vick Cestona
Yuan Chang
Salman S. Cheema
Adam Kennedy Kavanaugh
Arun Kumar Kusshreshth
Sarah Ann Loewy
Brian K. Lynch
Remo Pillat
Jonathan Michael Pooch
Justin Douglas Refi
Charles Russell Snyder
Paul A. Szerlip
Eugene M. Taranta
Xinruo Zhang

Digital Forensics MS
Ryan Henry Albright
James A. Bardgett
Daniel A. Betancourt
Kevin Joseph Chin
Patrick Raymond Dunne
Scott Rand Ehrlich
Christopher J. Hodges
Pilar V. Icaza
James Patrick Kane III
Vincent Lam
Lamont Demond Malone
Hannah M. Melton
Fernando Mosquera
Melvin M. Rodriguez
Steven Suarez
Elaina Linson Tang
Patricia Ann Tarro

Digital Forensics MS-Professional Track - DGF MS
Brian John Shepherd

Industrial Engineering MS-Management Track
William Blake
Shahrouz Ebadian
Jamison Ray Edwards
Hatem Abdulrahman Enamalddin
Tuyet Nhung Thi Nguyen
Lashanda Nichole Oliver
Ricardo Efrain Reyes
Phurich Sirimongkol Sathien
Michael Douglas Stoner
Nicholas Joseph Thomas

Industrial Engineering MS-Interactive Simulations and Training Track
Andre Orlando Jamison
Rodica Krueger

Industrial Engineering MS-Quality Systems Engineering Track
Robert Owen Baer
Melissa J. Francisco

Industrial Engineering MS-Systems Engineering Track
Yen Ling Chen
Sheeralf Samy Helmy
Alan D. Hutchinson
Brian C. Potter
Drew William Stultz
Adam Loring Wimpee
Terrence Zaino, Jr.

Modeling and Simulation MS
Anastasia Angelopoulou
Matthew Gray Hackett
Rebecca Ashley Leis
Konstantinos Mykoniatis, Sr.
Eugenio Rodriguez

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering MS - Space Systems Design and Engineering Track
Lauren M. Ferlita
Omar Alejandro Rodriguez
Robert Michael Sivilli
Neil Steven Toupin
Eric Joshua Wener

Aerospace Engineering MS - Thermofluid Aerodynamic Systems Design and Engineering Track
Sergio Andres Arias Quintero
Gregory A. Natsu
Eric Giovanni Tijerino Campollo

Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering MScPE
Lauren Michelle Ball
Kalyani Boga
Todd Oren Denton
Julin Jolly James
Richard Arthur Landry III
Tyler G. Porter
Anthony Tyler Wertz

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering MSEE
Jorge E. Avila
James Robert Humphries III
Thomas Willis Kehr II
Clinton Keith Mansfield
Frederic J. McManus
Todd Peacock
Shawn Daniel Sickel
Juan E. Vega-Nevarez
Ajit Rajagopal Venkatesan
Zhihui Wang
Lingfei Zhi
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Environmental Engineering MSEnvE
David Taylor Yonge

Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering MSIE
Ali Haji Agha Bozorgi
Alan F. Haller
Thomas Charles Hopkins, Jr.
Sandra Johanna Papp
Elizabeth Anne Phillips
Jeffrey Vasquez

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering MSMSE
Kristen Elizabeth Lynch
Xueping Yang

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Mechanical Systems Track
Dorien Ezra Ackerman
Abdullateef Hasan Bashiri
David Lee Giesecke
Seth T. Healey
Marco Thomas Jones
Arif Shameem Rahaman
Mohammed Abdulwahab Zwawi

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Thermo-Fluids Track
Osama Essam Ali
Brian Thomas Andreola
Leonardo Alberto Bueno
Timothy A. Casey
Jinghan Huang
Seyed Mohammad Navid Khatami
Travis Charles Pigon
Brandon Edward Smith
Julio Cesar Tenorio
Michael Cole Torrance
College of Graduate Studies

*Master of Arts*

Interdisciplinary Studies MA

William James Buchanan
College of Health and Public Affairs

Master of Arts
Communication Sciences and Disorders MA
Joline Lyn Alexander
Lauren Alissa Armstrong
Kayla Christine Assalone
Jaclyn R. Barath
Alicia Patricia Block
Lamia Bouita
Marissa Brianna Coffers
Kimberley D. Cole
Michelle Evans Dean
Rebecca L. Diel
Dino R. Fernandez
Mandy Nicole Ray Greenberg
Mala Ami Hathiramani
Kasee Noel Holm
Caroline Elaine Krohne
Amy Catherine Lutz
Whitney Shante’ McCorvey
Jose Luis Menendez
Leonora Monka
Shannon Patricia Moore
Allyson Boudreau Morgan
Rachel Marie Nagel
Bryn D. Piper
Carolina Saldarriaga
Laila Nassim Rocha Sharif
Adam D. Stoney
Gabriel M. Trainer
Kristin Nicole Winkel
Christine Lee Zeitzer

Communication Sciences and Disorders MA-Accelerated BA/BS-MA Track
Gary Richard Adams

Master of Public Administration
Public Administration MPA
Radley Jane Amerault
Taunya Renee’ Christian
Mervin Delon Greaves
Evelyn Paloma Hernandez
Elcia Joseph
Colleen Anna Lutz
Lisa Marie Maxwell
Kevin Michael McKeown
Alicia S. Ming
Carol Milena Palacio
Christina M. Savoie
Nicholas Paul Snyder
Kyle James Trager
Rachna Uttamehandani
Kristin Leigh VanVoorhis
Rupa T. Venkatesh
Natasha Glenda Wedderburn

Master of Science
Criminal Justice MS-CJ-Professional Track
Karla Vanessa Amaya
Mallory Anne Ambrose
Thani Saleh Thani Obaid Binhaleth
James N. Caccavale
Christian Xavier Cepeda
Kelly Lynn Cipera
Allyson Marie Cravero
Tosharo L. Dickson
Lindsey Marie Ferreira
Michael Andrew Giddens
Ebonie Stantel Henderson
William H. Hope
Jason D. Kriegsman
Bethany Ray-Gillette Larson
Laurie Anna Long
Payne Benjamin Maddox
Megan Ann McGuire
Michael Moreschi
Byron Alexander Pendergast
Metus Francis Rivers III
Todd William Tien
William Agustus Walden III
Jamyla Italy Westry
Chelsea Elizabeth Wolfe
Ashley B. Young
Yecenia Zamora

Criminal Justice MS-CJ-Research Track
Shakira R. Pinder

Health Care Informatics-PSM MS
Victoria Mason Barlow
Tara Lee Schweizer

Health Sciences MS-Health Services Administration Track
Kystin Marie Anderson
Jacqueslene Rene Appel
Emelie Mercedes Bahamonde
Diana Ruth Baylis
Caitlin Rose Bernier
Vivian Capo
Nada Chehab
Erica D. Collins
Tara Nicole Dalles
Raquel LaToya DeFreitas
Dione DeGrande
Lauren Nicole Diamond
Taunessa Latoya Dix
Chad A. Douglas
Paula-faith M. Ewers
Contrell Lucishun Fowler
Montanna L. Freeman
Erika Ilene Frommer
Jacelis Garcia-Casillas
Jessica Adriana Hoyo
Stefanie Marie Ibertis
Mildrid Jean-Marie
Masha S. Khokhar
Matthew Raymond Kugelman
Steven Bryant Lampp
Chantal Levy
Joseph Mark Liska
Ruth Archer Long
Melissa Lyter
Robyn Nicole Matza
Michelle Louise Mortka
Michael Ellard Purcell
Cantiya Shalay Riley
Lyndsey Carline Root
Kereeece Annette Smith
Folarin Abidemi Sodimeji
Janelle Amoy Thompson
Kenny Toussaint
Leena Vengadasalam
Jacqueline Renee Wallach
Ryan David Williams
Marybel Zabel
College of Health and Public Affairs

*Master of Social Work*

Social Work MSW-Daytona Regional
Campus Track

Carol K. Hanis
Melissa Ellen Lowe

Social Work MSW-Orlando Full-Time
Track

Jorgeluis Rivera
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS-Biomedical Science MS Non-Thesis Track

Ashlie Elizabeth Arroyo
Aditya Conjeevaram Kamesh
Ricardo Antonio De Lemos
Alexandra Grammenos
Shahira S. Mohammed
Nicole Jeannine Verity
Miaojun Zhang

Biotechnology MS

Neha Kohli
Bracken Franklin Roberts

Biotechnology MS-Professional Science Master's Track

Nadezda Konstantinovna Bryan

Molecular Biology and Microbiology MS-MMB (MS) Thesis Track

Hilda Maria Merino-Chavez
Richard James Ottman
Saisathy Thanigachalam
College of Nursing

*Master of Science in Nursing*

**Nursing MS-Family Nurse Practitioner Track**
Katherine M. Moeller-Demas

**Nursing MS-Leadership and Management Track**
Helen Abreu
Natasha Taneé Bingham-Lawrence
William Bristol
Susan Mutua Brown
Sandra Zabel Fleishman
Kimberly Ann Hogan
Kimberly M. Johnson
Paula Elizabeth Jones
Jane Maza
Laura Marie Pease
Catherine B. Ravelo
Danielle Marie Vaughn
Kevin Brian Williams
Leska Irina Wolf

**Nursing MS-Nurse Educator Track**
Jennifer Michelle Adams
Kathryn Anne Adams
Craig Allen Brown
Doreen J. Edwards Davis
Peggy Petria Hill
Shelley Ann Kikla
Debra A. Martin
Sharon Denise Mizell-Smith
Laura Lynn Payne
Melissa Anne Radecki
Kathryn Panaggio Smith
College of Optics and Photonics

Master of Science

Optics MS

Nathan Daniel Bodnar
Clémence Jollivet
Victoriya Relina
Larry Rene Schneider
Yu Zhang
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Victoria Ann Ingalls
Patrick C. Rohrer

Applied Sociology MA
Mergin Akin
Evan Eugene Chabot
John Gary L'Hommedieu

Communication MA-Interpersonal Communication Track
Wenchao Chen
Barton Grant Ewer
Clifford Orlando McCray, Jr.
Nicole Stephanie Salamon

Communication MA-Mass Communication Track
Anne Elizabeth Dalles
Aijana Elyse Johnson
Lauren Michelle Kaufmann

Political Science MA-American and Comparative Politics Track
Peter Bandel

Political Science MA-International Studies Track
Robert Norman Fuhrer
Curtis T. Hibbert
William A. Lusk

Mathematical Science MS-Industrial Mathematics Track
Shannon Theresa Dickson

Modeling and Simulation MS
Lingli Guo
Brooks Alan Jolly

Physics MS
Feras Ghazi Alzubi
James Hunter Atkinson
Udai Bhanu
Bianca Eileen Hall Geb. Kuczynski
Aiqun Huang
Narae Kang
Takat Bahadur Rawal

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining Track
Terese Marie Cordua-VanDyke
Brian Lee Williams

Master of Science

Biology MS
Stephanie Kay Garvis

Clinical Psychology MS
Andrew E. Deptula

Conservation Biology-PSM MS
Colleen Shantel Devlin

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Christopher William Coulta
Joseph Gabriel Zaragoza

Mathematical Science MS
Jessica Hearns
Jeff David Sharpe
Maria Ann Strawn
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science

Hospitality and Tourism Management
MS

Natalie Ann Baum
Ainaou Dandjouma
Krista Mary DaSilva
Antoinette Lechelle Giles
Tyler J. Gulle
Gawon Kim
Joshua Michael Liebman
Joseph Mitchell Monaco
Jennifer L. Oster
Maris Alyse Pieski
Ruth Westling
Glenda C. York
Baccalaureate Honors and Recognition

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Brittany Baker  
Kayla Bartley  
Paige Biller  
William Borger  
Alexandra Bright  
Alejandro Caicedo  
Daniella Chavez  
Erika Cohen  
Courtney Crisp  
Kelly Darin  
Kristen Dibiasio  
Elizabeth Doerr  
Samantha Elba  
Stephan Faulkner  
Hugo Ferstadt  
Jessica Ghersetich  
Erin Hage  
Brian Hernandez  
Nicholas Hingle  
Lauren Holliday  
Kristen Hurst  
Fahima Jahan  
Leah Jarvis  
Ninamaria Jean-Louis  
Jake Keller  
Sean Lambdin  
Brice Latham  
Elizabeth Leggett  
David Lehmkuhl  
Mara Lozano  
Chelsea Mason  
Meghan McPhee  
Nicole Nelson  
Nick O’Brien  
Chelsea O’Toole  
Daniel O’Toole  
Sarah Parker  
Elizabeth Perez  
Michael Rabon  
Shannon Sullivan  
Jessica Sykes  
Benjamin Taylor  
Martin Trang  
Peter Ukhanov  
Tani Washak  
Catherine Weddle  
Kyle Weeks  
Katie Whitehead  
David Williams

Honors in the Major

Mickey Bahr  
Theatre  
Sean Fielding  
Psychology  
Evan Husk  
Computer Engineering  
Shannon Bauman  
Exceptional Education  
Matthew Filiault  
Anthropology  
Samantha Hynes  
Psychology  
Adee Benartzy  
Art  
Shawn Gaulden  
Sociology  
Kyle Kundinger  
Finance  
Megan Campanile  
English Language Arts Education  
Jessica Ghersetich  
Public Administration  
Zachary Laschober  
Elementary Education  
Ann Cooper  
Psychology  
Stephen Guimond  
Mechanical Engineering  
Elizabeth Morse  
Elementary Education  
Brittney Dennis  
Sociology  
Jesse Harrison  
Molecular Biology and Microbiology  
Erika Nafi-Valencia  
Molecular Biology and Microbiology  
Lucas Driskell  
Psychology  
Lisa Heath  
Psychology  
Tamas Pataky  
Finance  
Lourdes Eliacin-Mars  
International and Global Studies  
Justin Hodges  
Mechanical Engineering  
Elizabeth Perez  
Philosophy
Chadesh Persaud
Political Science

Diehdra Potter
Event Management

Laura Ramirez
Interpersonal/Organizational
Communication

Emily Richardson
Social Science Education

John Romano
Finance

Lisa Soler
Health Sciences

Robert Thwaites II
Finance

Ryan Tindall
Humanities

Rebb Valeris
Political Science

Andrew Weeks
History

Brittany Williams
Management

Douglas Zimmerman
Philosophy

LEAD Scholars

Christina Evelyn Akiens
Paige Marie Biller
Jordan Mackenzie Bomprezzi
Aubrey Michelle Brown
Jenay N. Byrd
Natalia Janier Cadavid
Lindsey E. Chronister
Kelly Lynne Darin
Jacqueline Zee Der Ovanesian
Annyetta V. Douglas
Jessica Claire Engalla
Courtney Rose Faherty
Stephan N. Faulkner
Ashley Corina Forrest
Emily Frances Frierson

Melissa Marie Germain
Alicia Marie Griggs
Nicholas Anthony Hingle
Grace Sharon Ingram
Leah Ann Jarvis
Kristin Annelise Lewis
Megan Ann McWilliams
Jenna Lauren Meltzer
Niven Deepak Mody
Steven Anthony Natale
Ivonne Olamemist Oladunni
Mrugesh R. Patel
Chadesh Persaud
Mark Johan Poulsen
Christin Elizabeth Price

Lara S. Ramirez
Alexa Cristina Riccardi
Jasmine Nicole Richardson
Jessica Shayn Satinoff
Catherine Mary Seage
Zak Andre Shinton
Emily Gail Smith
Courtney Michelle Sneed
Jessica Marie Sykes
Alexis N. Thompson
Jessica D. West
Renee Caroline Wild
Susan Leann Williams

President’s Leadership Council

Alexandra Rae Koffler
Vince Rossy

Order of Pegasus

Brandy Espinosa

Air Force ROTC Commission

Christopher Velez

Army ROTC Commission

Jose Arias
Bradley Cluxton
Jade Holroyd

Nicholas Pena
Ludmila Pereira

Selina Pooser
Marco Sulsetti
Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

*** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
** magna cum laude—students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
* cum laude—students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cutpoints are available at: http://www.iroffice.ucf.edu/character/honorscutpoints.html
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Bachelor of Arts

Art BA
Dana K. Blagdan
Nico Lee Cruz
Nico S. Gayton
Michelle Anne Graham
Joshua Adam Gregg
Rachael Diane Harmon
Benjamin Robert Lucas
Christopher Corey McNelley
Kimberly Michelle Nedrow
Leonel Ramirez
Kristal Celeste Theron
Adam Wade Tizen
Meagan Patricia Ward

Digital Media BA-Art History Track
Juliana Akers
** Rita Jeanne Barnes
** Adee Samantha Benartz
Gina Marie Gerber
Morgan Lane Gunther
Melanie Victoria Hansen
Mariah Mary Howes
Christina Katie Koompone
Everett Max Laidlaw
Jennifer Alana Miller

Digital Media BA-Digital Interactive Systems
Kevin Scott Baugh
Keegan Earle Berry
Kellie F. Brewer
Heather Christine Buchanan
Taylor Maxfield Clausen
Mark Justin Gorion
Austin Michael Hair
James Horne
Amanda Margarita Horta
Emily Rose Ouellette
* Tamra Roxanne Pristou-Globokar
Bryan Anthony Raborn
Jennifer Ann Rice
Stefaney Michelle Roberts
Alexander E. Sargent
Nigel Franklin Smith
Juan Andres Valera

Digital Media BA-Game Design Track
Patrick Paul Brown
Robert Allan Coutu
Christian Anthony Gordon
Brian Alexander Korbush
Sean Thomas Lambdin
Julien Victor Martin
* Matthew Ryan Meppiel
David N. Schiff
Janie Michele Slents
Kyle David Weeks
Christina Marie Weinman

Digital Media BA-Web Design Track
Philippe Maurice Bendek
Brian Demaio
Michael David Fried
Katina Johnnie Jackson
Corey Logan Kay
Matthew Robert Kleinberg
Michael W. Ku
Megan Christine Morgan
Austin Shaw Munro
Paul Nguyen
Sarah Elizabeth Sheehan
Jesse John Slavens
Tyler Joseph Whiting

English BA-English-Literature Track
Victoria Nichole Briggs
* Alexandra Michelle Bright
Scott Hunter Brooks
Adam Justin Cooper
Leslie Ann Cordero Valentín
Amanda Joan Dascoulias
Amanda Elizabeth Digregorio
Rebecca Theresa Edwin
David Fenstersheib
Janine Marie Guidice
Sarah Ann Horton
Theodore Taylor Hughes
Amanda Michelle Kowalski
Arturo R. Macias
Rachael Christine Marchewka
Jennifer Lynn Martin
Amanda Carol Mullis
Nicholas Matthew O'Brien
Stephanie M. Pego
* Victoria Lucia Polk
Rachel Catherine Potts
Monica M. Reed
Veronica Maria Riosco
Julio Emanuelle Rivera
Adrienne Lynn Santiago
Debra Joanne Schulz

Carlos Islas III
Jamie Kyle Lott
Ryan Lugo
Juan Manuel Martinez
Mary Catherine McGinn
Olivia Amanda Nedd
Christopher Ortiz
Colby Gerald Pryor
Ian Michael Reed
Carolyn Jean Richard
Nathaniel David Salz
* Kaitlyn Brooke Sexton
Carmelo Spatzzza
Jeffrey Ryan Specht
Kevin Thuc Vu
Barbara Jean Ward
Simone Natasha Webb
Megan Elizabeth Westmoreland
Andrew Derek Willis
Karisa Nicole Wodz

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Samantha Ann Stout
Kyla Rose Sutton
John William Yourick, Jr.

**English BA-English-Technical Communication Track**
Zachary Bennett Anderson
Amanda Michelle Anvari
Tyler James Beusse
Jennifer Linn Blackwell
Justin Ray Buchanan
Michelle Ann Cavanaugh
Thomas Lin Crockett
Kristian M. Eberwein
Steven Andrew Harbor
Brandon Nicholas Hayhurst
Alicia Michelle Kerns
Adriane Lashan Lattimore
Carl Eduard Lundi
Samantha Lynn Peterson
Zachary Thomas Sawyer
Ralph Dean Sharninghouse, Jr.
Diana Elizabeth Swart

**Film BA-Cinema Studies Track**
Ross Christian Alagna
Heather Paige Bain-Parish
Lindsey Douglas Baker III
Tiffany Lynn Bablusa
Justin Paul Bowser
Brittany Rae Buchholz
Dennis James Caldwell
Daniel Felipe Canepa
Michael Andrew Carrington
Joseph William Chlapowski
William Robert Cross
David Earles
Ilana Beth Hack
Michael Calvin Hawley, Jr.
Elizabeth Marie House
Sean Christopher Howley
Carlos Islas III
Christopher Welton James
Amanda Michelle Kowalski
Kevin Joseph Luering
Matthew Alan McCusker
Kevin James Murray
Richard Dane Russell
Felicia Gall Saunders
Benjamin Lee Taylor
Giovanna Varela
Kristin Elizabeth Vickery
Rick Wongehinsri

**French BA**
Meghan Marie Hanley
*Leanna Irene Thomas

**History BA**
Antonio Enrique Anillo Sarmiento
Matthew Fogarty Arbos
Andrew Ryan Buchmann
Kimberly Faith Buckingham
Lisa Lori Butler
James Charles Case, Sr.
Kathleen Devine
Joshua John Drew
Lance A. Dugger
Rebecca Theresa Edwin
Scott Darin Gershkow
Megan M. Greene
Steven Lloyd Griffin
Jade Westley Holroyd
Anthony James Iaquinta
Bryan Gordon Johnson
Edward Charles Johnstone
Chad Eric Joyner
Alexandra Korinne Kay
Matthew Aaron Kopkin
Jason Edward Korbel
Anthony Steven Lavargna
James H. Lee
Zachary Richard Lowe
Jason Robert Mackey
Christopher John Malafis
Mark S. Miller
Cameron Lane Newton

***Chelsea Beverly O'Toole
Thomas Shaun Piggott
Andrea Marie Price
Janika Nate Quiroz
Corey Michael Ramsey
Jan Javier Rodriguez
Jessica Lee SanJuan
Jonathan David Scharr
Martin Sciani
Marija Sladic
Troy R. Stull
Dawn Marie Swailes
Diana Elizabeth Swart
Jonathan Paul Thiele
Ryan Glenn Tindall
Melanie Kaitlyn Valentich
Andrew Glen Weeks

**Humanities BA**
Alyssa Christine Cara
Kate Elspeth Dedivitis
Jessica Hope Gott
Janette D. Lewis
Mark Allen Mercer
*Ryan Glenn Tindall
Joanne Elizabeth Tinnin

**Humanities BA-Philosophy, Religion and Popular Culture Track**
Casey Alexa McCaig
Katie Vanessa Rodriguez

**Latin American Studies BA**
Cristina Ann Baker

**Modern Languages Combination BA**
Cristina Ann Baker
Philipp Alexander Birk
Juan Manuel Martinez

**Music BA**
Robert John Crane
Lauren Victoria DeLeon

**Philosophy BA**
Alexander Bekker
*Jonathan Bell
James P. Bourgeois
Daniel Wilson Brown, Jr.
Sean Kenji Cali
David Allen Covert, Jr.
Michael James Dees
Michael Jerome Gaeta
Heather N. Lindsey
Philip Lee Muikkula
Elizabeth Marie Perez
Harlan David Walliner
Ross Adam Woodie
***Douglas Scott Zimmerman

***denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Religious Studies BA
Michael Paul Estler
Michael Thomas Pinder
Scott Allen Schoonover II

Spanish BA
Paula Amaya
Nelly Janneth Barahona
Aubrey Elizabeth Bosch
Karolina Fleming
Gabriella Marie Garces
Paula V. Machado
Aurora Rachel Lynne Maier
Vanessa McCalla
Tara Mikołajewska
Margaret Lena Oropeza
Ludmila Rodrigues Pereira
Brandon J.M. Roach
Isabel Cristina Silva-Faria
* Dayna Morgan Welsh

Theatre Studies BA
Katie Grey Coleman
Rachel Lynn David
David Allen Foust
Morgan Early Hodge
* Joshua Arie Huss
Courtney Elizabeth Imhoff
* Hannah Joy Klein
Amber Michele Kufic
Kristin Annemise Lewis
Tiffany Lyn Meadows
Christopher Matthew Metz
Ivon Millan
Michael Christopher Rodney
Gabrielle Juliana Shulruff
Jordan Andrew Wlodawski

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Art BFA
Steven Kane Blackburn
Shinique C. Crawford-Nelthropp
Luke Anthony Daniel
Douglass Edward Frazian
Mateo Grijalves-Jaramillo
Laura Marie Mills
Julia Lee Motley
Robert Louis Navaille
* Hannah Rochelle Smith

Bachelor of Music

Bachelor of Music Education

Music Education BME
Amy Cullen
Heather Nicole Gullige
* Tabitha B. Jackson
Samuel A. Mills
Ashley Nicole Norville
* Matthew Richard Robles
Brooke Kimberly Stormer
Christina Nicole Torrez
** Jessica Leigh Welsh
** Kimberly Ann Zipoli

Bachelor of Science

Photography BS
* Paden Robert Devita
Megan LeAnn Doyle
Jason Robert Weingart

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Bachelor of Arts

Economics BA
Stephen Michael Farrington
Nicholas Matthew Mascaro Greene
Jerica Michelle Lee
Daniel J. Sandomenico
Gevon Shayne Sutherland

Economics BA-General Economics Track
Jason Daniel Bernier
Gary Williams Gomez
Brett Michael Jones
Shabeer Syed Kirmani
Angel A. Martinez
Shivanand Sookraj
Joseph Thomas Webb

*** Catherine Sue Weddle

Economics BA-Political Economy Track

*** Brandon L. Johnson

Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration

Business Administration BABA
Brooke Ann Adams
Danielle Lynn Ancasanyi
Rachel Elizabeth Anema
Tiffany A. Bonner
Kenneth Osborne Bowe
John David Carlo II
Kendrick J. Craig
John Edward Daniels
Nicholas Adam Ellison
Brian Alan Elmore
Marianna Geraldas
Tatiana Vladimirovna Golechikha
Tamar Gorichenko
Dino Constantine Wiliam Harapas
Matthew Ryan Harler
Lindsey Marie Heldt

*** Julie K. Heu
Kyle Rowdy Hoppes
Christina Marie Kalman
Crystal Jean Kersey
Matthew Robert Klunk
Melissa Alicia Larrance

** Eric Anthony Leohner

Kathryn Marie Leon
Marisa Karen Lucea
Patrick Richard Mathews
Janet Gibson McDermott
Patrick Narciso McShane
Jacqueline Nicole Nelson
Erin Marie Paradis
Valerie Anne Payan
Taylor Gregory Pitts
Laura Carolina Ramirez
Mary Kathryn Reid
Anna Colene Rodgers
Lauren Elisa Rodriguez Keane
Kristine Lynn Rumping
Darius Lamont Sloan
Jacob Christian Snively
Sarah Elizabeth Teeling
Stacy Jacqueline Thompson
Lacey Nicole Tolbert
Robert Andrew Villella
Beatriz Veronica White
Elizabeth Anne Wilt Deming
Desislava Donecheva
Samuel McKay Eans
Alyssa Noel Eckhoff
Samantha Elba
Dzhemma A. Eritsysan
Jason Scott Evans
Charles Ryan Fawaz
Halston Chase Fernandez
Brandon Michael Gauger
Rachel Ann Gerace
Devika Gokool
Cynthia Gonzalez
Veronica Marissa Gurmendi
Christopher Lionel Guzman
Randall James Hackworth
William Michael Hammonds
Sarah Carolyn Hardimon
Rachelle Loren Harper
Alexander Halden Pryce Harrison
Alicia J. Harvey
Stephanie Lace Hernandez
Mary Elizabeth Grace Hodge
Joseph Michael Iacobelli
Irene Elizabeth Iglesias
Alex Q. Jones
Omar Ibraheem Khalid
Lamya Khan
Jarred Michael Kirby
Dave Asoka Kumar
Alexander Robert Kush
Ekaterina Sergeevna Lade
Michelle Sulay Lao
Anna Elizabeth Latrobe
Willia P. Lee
Andrew William Lenger
Steven Levy
Kiana Kamaile Lim
Natallya Litvinova
Mara Corin Lozano
Matthew Jens Madsen
David Bryan Markovich
Maria Elvira Martinez Monroy
Anthony Joseph Mc Lemore II
Jacob Stanley McCullough
Barbara Louise McGill
Kelly Rene’ McLaughlin
Meghan Jane McPhee
Megan Ann McWilliams
Edwin Emin Meza
Huma Nasir Mirza
Liana V. Mor
John Martin Morris

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Britney Murfitt
Joshua Andres Nejad
Sean Ngoc Nguyen
** Francis Joseph Nicotra
Johnny Javier Nunez, Jr.
Daniel Parra
Nutan Patel
Melody Mary Pereira
Steven Van Phan
David Joseph Piazza
John Thomas Pierce, Jr.
Gabriel Pinzon
Maureen Kathryin Pope
Christina M. Quinn
Jordan Drew Rickard
Cheryl L. Roberts
*** Kelly Jessie Rohan
Michelle Lee Rybalkin
*** Kathleen Elizabeth Salt
Lina Juliana Salgado
Tina Marie Samuels
* Sonia Jean Sawhill
Susan Marie Schmitt
Justine Schrauwen
John Richard Seully
Lauren Michelle Seligman
Fritz Senatus
James R. Shake
* Matthew Siegerman
Robert J. Sisco
Brett Logan Smith
Elena Smith
Harold Robert Smith
Shannon Michelle Souland
* Erik J. Sterchele
Adam Clark Stevenson
Benjamin Allen Strasser
Ian Michael Stricoff
* Jacqueline Andrea Sullivan
Katie Elizabeth Taylor
Shelley Marie Telkamp
Trang Thanh Thi To
Kevin Andrew Trickey
Lizeth Hercilia Turner
Paige Alexandrea Vaughan
Alison Katherine Verni
Alexander Scott Wasson
Lawrence Alarie West Ill
Marc Anthony Yeager
* Karl Phillip Youmans
* Maria-Claudia Zamora
Eric Christopher Zuber

Accounting BSBA-General Accounting Track
Emily Louise Behrens
David Alan Stebbins
Corey Alexander Wasserman

Business Economics BSBA
Rushell Shoen-Mae Cephas

Business Economics BSBA-Financial Economics Track
Andrew Robert Beucher
Courtney Mary Nelson
* Sean Michael Rivaud

Business Economics BSBA-General Economics Track
Allison Jane Behuniak
*** Paige Marie Biller
Lucas Benjamin Carson
Richard Gordon Case
Maurice Nicholas Jabbour
Andres V. Medina
Ham Nguyen
*** Nurcan Sahin
Darren Orlando Tamayo

Finance BSBA
Asal Abudagappavrova Abduazimova
Ryan Thomas Alexanderson
Edward Donald Alter
Heather Danielle Alto
*** Rikesh Amin
Ariel Stephane Anaya
Brett Edward Andrews
* Dexter Lee Anglin
Daniel Wayne Argetsinger
Marko Askic
Henry Aucaquzhpai
Jacob A. Bandoni
Brevane Baptiste
Nicholas Barbato
Alex Steven Barber
Daniel Benjamin Bathke
Blair Lawrence Beerler
Ariella Maya Ben-Lev
Cedric James Bennett, Sr.
Alexander Scott Beshour
Andrew Robert Beucher
Jeremy D. Birdon
Jason M. Blank
Andrew Isaac Boehmer
Stephen Paul Bourne
Matthew Patrick Boyle
Michael Quincy Brown
Christopher John Bryan
Michael Camacho
*** Matthew Brian Cannon
* Kelly Rose Caulton
John David Cervellera
Oussama Bachir Chalhoub
Ashergay Lashawn Chambers
Braden Charles Chenot
Christopher Michael Chuck
** Maddison Julia Claassen
Christian Blair Cucua
Chadd Anthony Cole
Andrew T. Comeens
Annaliza Serwy Constantino
Vincent James Cortazar
Nicolas Anthony Cortes
* Suzette Marrett Cover
David Michael Cox
Daniel Richard Crane
Elton George Creagh
** Jeremy Crittenden
Cherelle Latcha Cross
Manuela M. Da Rosa
Michelle Nicole Dalzell
Hung Chi Dao
Brian Lin Davies
Chelsea Hope Davis
Aliseen De Jesus
Arturo Felipe De La Plaza
Adrian Alexandre Denuzzo
Derrick Frans Costa deRook
Shivan Dua
Yeimarie Duran
Nicholas Williams Fairman
Andre Sain Ferrari
Sarah M. Fore
Rodolphe Francois
Dwight E. Frederick
** Philip David Freitas
John Michael Gagliardi, Jr.
Jennifer M. Gainfort
David Andrew Galat
Adalberto Jesus Garcia
Eduardo Garza Soberanes
Samuel Thomas Gaslin
Kareem H. Ghneim
Cory Alan Gibson
Michael David Glantz
Jeremy Scott Goddard
Brian Steven Goff

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Nodari Gogoberidze
Frank Gonzalez
Hector Andres Guerrero
Paola Vitorio Haas
Sarah Carolyn Hardimon
Vivian Hariton
Alexander Halden Pryce Harrison
TaCara Denise Heggs
Brandon Elliott Heitzhaus
Brent C. Henderson
Jose Hernandez III
Steven Hernandez
Justin B. Holt
Dana Leigh Hornstein
Christopher C. Ireland
Maurice Nicholas Jabbour
Lysmande Jacques
Amir A. Jafarabadi

***Nicholas Jones
Jin W. Kang
Ariane Alexandra De Nazareth Kato
Alfreda Kaye Meymann
Andrew D. Kim
Tony M. Kimathi
Curtis Michael King
Tyler Lamarr Kirk
Kelly Anne Koppler
Kevin Anders Kozak
Max Kron
Dave Asoka Kumar
Kyle Rex Kundiger
Tiffany Anne Langston
Allison J. Lantang
Anderson Laureano-Matos
Christopher John Laverack
John Patrick Leacock
Earl Leatham
Kayla Ashley Lee
Tae Hyung Lee
Will P. Lee
Natasha Maria Leon
Ashley Marie Lesperance
Steven Levy
Marcus Collen Lewis
Jason Michael Lively
Kammy Luu
Marcelo Pimenta Machado
Phillip Justin Marshall
Rodolfo Martinez, Jr.

***Susanne Mason
Ana Milena Matamoros
Justin M. Matecki
Taylor Realino McBeth

Lance Jason McCommon
Myreon Sherard McCurty
Megan Ann McWilliams
Roshni Kirikumar Mistry
Justin Allen Mitchell
Niven Mody
Jennifer Mojica
Jeffery Alexander Moss
Juan Pablo Moya
Michael Stephen Paul Mueller
Austin Jay Nelson
Maisong Thi Nguyen
Nam Nguyen
Mark Lewis Olso
James Michael Owens
Dennis Wayne Parker
Daniel Parra
Sarah Lynn Passero
Tamas Janos Pataky
Simon Patel
Daniel Lee Pazderak
Melvin D. Pearson
Zahidai Mohamed Peera
Joshua J. Pen
Christopher Jason Perez
Lorenzo Alberto Perez
Thomas P. Peterson
Tien Ngoc Pham
John Thomas Pierce, Jr.
Daniel Tyler Porter
Callum Liam Powers
Rayana Ramoo
Keiron Ramoutar
Aaron A. Randall
Peter Alexander Raven
Sum Raymond Reid II
Nekeda Janelle Richardson
Jordan Drew Rickard
*Sean Michael Rivaud
Jorge Xavier Rivera

***Kelly Jessie Rohan
Lylmiam Enzuriz Rojas
John Anthony Romano, Jr.
Mike Rosas
Anthony Thurman Rose
Michael Anthony Rutigliano
Sandre S. Ruvic
Mounia Saadi Cherkaoui
Franklin Santos
Douglas John Schaffer
Benjamin Jared Schwartz
Alexa Rochelle Score
Fritz Sensatus
Ryan Michael Serfozo
Andrew Shapiro
Geron Nitan Singh
Brett Logan Smith
Shannon Snow
Chase William Spor
*Erik J. Sterchele
Anthony R. Tavers
Danatra Alisa Taylor
Robert J. Thwaites II
Curtis Williamson Tinsley
Daphne Toledo
Haley Lauren Trachsel
*Diem-Chi Ngoc Tran
Kevin Andrew Trickey
Ernst Tullus, Jr.
Nicholas James Urquidi
Brandon VanValkenburgh
Dennis Villegas
Alexander Scott Wasson
Brian Steven Weiss
Kyle West
Brittany Chrishawn Williams
Bryston Anthony Wisekal
*Julie Melissa Yeaman
Siarhei Yelyashewich
Leslie Daisy Zamacona
Jessica L. Zeller

General Business BSBA

Emily Diane Adames
Andrew Jerome Baron
Sarah Mae Beasley
Tatiana Yvonne Beato
Daniel Estevan Caballero
Jennifer Marie Conrado
Justin Frank Crimmings
Steven Paul Crosby

**Daisy Daimwood
Christopher Ryan Dubose
Jake Benson Egdlers
Matthew Thomas Fahnstock
Alexander Ross Farley
Rachel Elisabeth Folkerts
Lisa Anne Freund
Spencer Matthew Goodjohn
Durean Alexandra Haering
Timothy Edward Hester
Christopher Patrick Hitchcock
Eduard Alexander Hoffmann
Alexa Simone Jordan Holcomb
Lindsay Marie Hoyt

***denotes Summa Cum Laude
**denotes Magna Cum Laude
*denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Jonathan Gilbert Ihrig
Jessamine Caleb Miller Juliano
Shawn Matthew Kalinowski
Wahceda Khan
Michael Hossain Khanjahabanbkhsh
Shawn Frances Kuester
Justin Taylor Lavocechia
Michael Chen Lin
David Santiago Lopez, Jr.
Geraldine Lopez
Gregory P. Madison
Francisco Javier Mejia
David Alejandro Melo
Kaci Marie Mitchell

*** James N. Monaghan
Spencer Jon Morrison
Santiago Ongay
Neel Arvindbhai Patel
Amy E. Pelham
Melody Marie Peterson
Sarah Rachana Phok
Elham Gendikal Rad
Amerinell Ramirez

** Minawattie Ramnara
Brittany Vail Riley
Jennifer Hope Sanborn
Lucie Jean Shannon
Chelsea Nicole Smith
Leigh Anne Stump
Jacob Alexander Tibbs

*** Taylor Ann Traback
Alyssa Kristine Yeager

Management BSBA-Entrepreneurship Track
Ryan Michael Benson
Brandon K. Boyd
Matthew Alan Brown
Tyler Nathaniel Caldwell
Austin Samuel Duval
Omar Yousef El-Yousef
Igdon Fronrose
Aretha Giffard
Daniel Hillbery
Alexis R. Jaffer
James Dewey Johnson IV
Rosalind Nicole Johnson
Ryan Christopher Johnston
Nicholas James Lapinta
Christian Parnell Lexima
Michael John Mistretta
Lisa A. Molina
Rey Ortega
Andrew Tyler Patrone
Alexander H. Pavlos
* Joseph Aaron Ranne
Monique Silva Ribeiro
Mounia Saadi Cherkaoui
Daniel Schwartz
Stanley J. Slivik
Betina Thien Tran
Tyler Tust
Hilaal Faisal Virjee
Ryan James Witte
Nicholas Wolfe
Tyler Shane Yoder

Management BSBA-General Management Track
Samuel Robert Allegra
Abdulla Shaher Al-Sharif
Gabraela M. Aragon
Taylor Manning Archer, Jr.
Taylor Matthew Ashley
Matthew Angel Aze
Christy Lynn Belekevich
Chris William Briggs
Michael Castro
Melissa Rose Cibiras
Bradley Ross Cluxton
Gary Colon
Annaliza Serwy Constantino
Christopher Allen Deckert
Howard Adler Dehner
Carrie June Domitrovich
Adeline Dort
Shawn James Doyle
Kareel Yanique Elliott
Crystalynn Marie Emborski
Olanrewaju Falebi
Matthew Luis Fernandez
Alex Jeffrey Friedrich
David Andrew Galat
Kerry Cameron Goodman
Kyle Adam Hardy
Danielle Henry
Jazzmine D. Higgins

*** Carissa Kismet Hutchins
Lysnandie Jacques
Jorge E. Jibaja
Brianne Nicole Lacke
Raquel Landeta
Justin A. Leger

*** Chelsea Marie Mason

*** Ryan Cole Mettling
Dennis Craig Morris
George Mutuku Mutunga
Vikas Ojha
Monika Olenderek
Akash Jaydevbhai Patel
Bhavioka Rohit Patel
Nicholas George Pena
Joseph Thomas Perich, Jr.
Brandon Kent Phillips
Ashley Tricia Ramkerath
Troy Daniel Raucy
*Cassandra Ella Reschke
Danielle Michele Rich
Eriel Ross

*** Kevin Phillip Schaefer
Jacob Michael Scott
Naomie Olivia Session
Benjamin Thomas Sherlock
Vickash Singh
Loreta Stanikova
* Brandy Lorraine Swanson
Daniel Ryan Thornton
Matthew Raymond Tiley

*Katian Torres
Kelsey Margaret Van Ess
Jennifer Kelly Walsh
Earl Robert Walz IV
Corey Alexander Wasserman
Brittany Chrishawn Williams
Nicholas Deshun Williams
Joseph Simeon Wilson
Timothy Evan Wissel

Management BSBA-Human Resource Management Track
Yarimar Acevedo
Diana Yadira Ardila
Jason Edward Aunsbaugh
Consuela J. Baker
Jeries Hani Barakat
Robert William Biles
Lukasz Blaszczyk
Zoila Jimena Bobadilla
Rykkel Bianca Brooker
* Alison June Burns
Mirella Oliveira Carneiro
Brittany Ann Cotten
Kenneth De La Flor
Josiah Clayton Durham
Daniel Antonio Garcia

** Lauren Michelle Geshay

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

** Michael Francis Hansell
  Emily Carruthers Johnstone
  Megan Kelsey Maher
  Rolando Xavier Marcano
  Jessika M. Marshall
  Matthew Paul Masters, Jr.
  Courtney Nell McCartney
  Raul Mejia
  Heather Sabrina Montes
  Ashley Renee Newcomb
  Jonathan Jamar Parker
  Tiffany Michelle Pushman
  Corina Cecilía Rodríguez
  Matthew C. Sheppard
  Lindsay Alyce Villavicencio
  Cedric O'Brien Wall

** Craig Mixon Eldridge
  Marc Joseph Espeso
  Laura Beth Finney
  Robert Peter Gambino, Jr.
  Eduardo Garza Soberanes
  Michael David Glantz
  Benjamin Louis Glosser
  Michael David Gogan
  Tony J. Gonzalez
  Elhassania Gross
** Hector Javier Guadalupe
  Megan Brielle Hale
  Lewis Christopher Hand
  Vivian Hariton
  Stormi Lynn Harrison
  Kayce Rebecca Hart
  Blake Adam Hartstone
  Jamar Kentrell Harvey
  Brent C. Henderson
  Trevor Leon Herndon
  Ingrid Sulin Hoc
  Sean Christopher Howley
  Kristin M. Hunklar
  Wesley Anthony Infanti
  Christen Michelle Johnston
  Holly Nicole Kaiser
  Arianne Alexandra De Nazareth Kato
  Elizabeth Marie Kehoe
  Jordan Taylor Kent
  Andrew D. Kim
  Kyoisk Kim
  Eric F. Koffskey
  Nicholas G. Kos
  Jordan Brooke Land
  Anderson Laureano-Matos
  London Denise Leaks
  Lauren Kane Leasure
  Brett Daniel Lee
  Singling Lee
  Natasha Maria Leon
  Melissa Beth Liebman
  Gabriel Alejandro Limonta
** Luke Robert Littleton
  Joseph Chase Lombardo
  Kyle Michael Lowry
  Maxwell Christian Lutz
  Kamy Luu
  Nicholas Scott Maquera
  Rolando Xavier Marcano
  Stephanie Frances Martin
  Jared Bradley McCain
  Christie Anne McCorkle
  Matthew Alan McCusker
  Jerrod DuJuan McDaniel, Sr.
  Athena Christin Medina
  Andrew Bayer Miller
  Justin Allen Mitchell
  Tedisha Ashley Mitchell
  John Ryan Mitrowski
  Vincent L. Montalbano
  Jennifer Lyn Moorhead
  Dhruv Rattan Nagpal
  Cynthia M. Neely
  Nicholas Harris Nemethy
  Jade Suzanne Nester
  Robert Alexander Nicholson
  Jacqueline Nixon
  Jeremy Ashton Norfas
** Ryan Christopher O’Hearn
  Tamas Janos Pataky
  Alissa Jo Pfifer-Schaller
  Jacob Quattrocchi
  Ashley Tricia Ramkerath
  Krystle Audrey Richman
  Kassandra Leane Ricotta
  Christina M. Rizzuti
  Aislynn Naomi Roberts
  Christopher Vincent Robles
  Jessica L. Shaver
  Alexander Burton Smith
  Nigel Franklin Smith
  Kathryn Stephanie Stannard
  Nicholas Alexander Sundin
  Ashley Alyss Taylor
  Christopher Dean Turnage
  Ashley Michelle Underhill
  Wilbur Matthew Upshaw
  Andrew Garrett VanHoeck
  Matthew Paul Vihas
  Noreen Anwar Virani
  Gregory A. Wendel
  Timothy Robert Wiggins
  Andrea Leanne Wong
  Mohammad Zhigier

Marketing BSBA-General Marketing Track

Senoussi M. Abdemajed
  Christina Evelyn Aikins
  Matthew David Allen
  Alan Kent Ashby
** Eric Joseph Audit
  Dirk C. Badenhorst
  Jessie Jo Baderschneider
  Camille Fay Bagby
  Lindsay A. Bailin
  Katherine Marie Balboni
  Ricardo Guillermo Bao
  Heather Barcza
  Emily Maria Baret
  Bradley Jimmy Bazile
  Jason Paul Belanger
  Michael Ramay Bentheimer
  Gregory James Berzinski
  Charles Betts Ill
  Jill Marie Boukili
  Jennifer Marie Cardin
  Jasmine Clara Chery
  Kelly Lateefah Coe
  Megan Colleen Coffey
  Amy Kathryn Cole
  Julian Dario Colucci
  Laura Ashley Conklin
  Caitlin Elora Michelle Connolly
  Trace H. Davidson
  Shardonay Lynette Davis
  Ghislaine Yelitza De Windt
  Conor Carl Desantis
  Miguel Ignacio Diaz Pimentel
  Nicholas E. Dinon

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling Track

*** Carissa Kismet Hutchins
  Kalan McCoy James
  Haejin Meneses
  Vincent Albert Rossy
College of Business Administration

Real Estate BSBA

Andrew T. Comeens
Nicolas Anthony Cortes
Jordan Daniel Eismann
John Michael Gagliardo, Jr.

*** Nicholas Jones
April Dawn Karos
Kyle Rex Kundiger
Mark Isaac Luke
Sarah Milner May
Taylor Realindo McBeth
Nicholas Lawrence Nesta III
Robert Derek Smith

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education

Bachelor of Science

Art Education BS
Michelle Danielle Garay

Early Childhood Development and Education (BS)-Education: Pre-Kindergarten-Primary (PK-3) Track
Christine Crennan
**Lisa Ann Clifton
Kelly Chandler Decker
Danielle DeVries
Stevee Felice Hart
Alicya Beth Holman
Yadira E. Misa
Michelle Elizabeth Norton
Jillian Leigh Wagner

Early Childhood Development and Education BS
*Courtnee Annette Bradley
Tara Lynn Delabar
Nicole Figueroa
Nicole Stephanie Nieroda
Nikita Lee Sanchez
Amelia Pepper Schwartz
Michelle Ann Shoemaker
Darcie June Stahlner

Early Childhood Development and Education BS-Early Childhood Development Track
Melissa Marie Baldwin
Jade Cie Benjamin
Nicole Heather Stuart Goracy
Shannon Marie Hickey
Jadyn Keller
Jessica Ashly Kurzweil
Kyla Merari Rivera
Barbara Krysyczuk Sheppard

Elementary Education BS
April Michell Albertini
Lusmasme Jullan Alceuis
**Holly Alexander
Farrah Candice Alikhan
Christina Justine Allegna
Mariah Ruth Ambler
Sarah Ruth Andersen
Rose Martine Apollon
Pamela Marie Auer
***Brittany Nicole Baker

Samantha Kay Barnette
Amanda Collette Barrie
Amanda Gabrielle Barry
Victoria Ashley Baxter
Davina Kamarie Bharosay
Jessica Marie Borowicz
Gabrielle Laisha Buggs
***Melanie Anne Carlisle
Britny Lauren Carlock
Crystal Maria Castillo
Kayla C. Castillo
Melissa Ann Cavis
Elizabeth Michelle Charnley
Jessica Lynn Chitty
*Rachel Lynn Chmura
Francesca Isabel Cimino
* Nicole Christine Circosta
Nicole Michelle Colavita
Tiffany Lynn Compton
Samantha Cassidy Conner
Holly Ann Cook
Sarah Danielle Cory
Christina Caroline Cummins
Kelsi Alexandra Daly
Joseph Edward Davidson II
Michael Lakaff Davidson
Gabriela De Almeida
Helene Janice Dennard
Melissa Louise DeWitt
Kristen Eve Driggers
***Joan L. Dudley
Erin Frances Duffy
Renee Theresa Dufresne
* Danielle Renee Earnest
Lauren Michele Englert
Caitlyn Elizabeth Gay Eskew
Tabitha Marie Estep
Maria Daniela Fadden
*Courtney Rose Faherty
Amber Olivia Farrell
Jessica Lynn Fedchenko
Dara Mae Fischer
Lauren Michelle France
Elizabeth M. Gannon
Emily Lee Gardner
Joshua Aaron Garrettson
Shayna Leigh Gearhart
**Courtney R. Gierach
Noelle M. Gleeson
Alexandra Marie Goode-McDaniel
**Jaimey Lynn Guilemette
Jessica Renee Guimond
Alicia Frances Hale
Brittany Ryan Haley
Jennifer Lauren Hammer
David Scott Harrold
Sarah Ann Hawkins
Whitney Marie Haye
Amanda Rene Hayes
Tamara Yael Haymes
Alexandra Marie Heeg
Lindsey Christine Heinen
Tara Lee Hennick
Lauren Louise Herb
Hannah Nicole Hines
Brittany Nicole Hinkley
Jesse Allen Hodge
Lindsey Lee Houlberg
Jennifer Leigh Hughes
Casshawnda Michelle Hunter
Yoaly Infante
Amanda Theresia Janoske
Jarrett August Jefferson
Abbey Kristin Jenkins
LaTonya Denise Jones
Michele Kristen Lafreniere
Amanda Margaret Lanham
Brittany Nicole Lapsinska
Alyssa Anne Larr
Zachary C. Laschober
***Chelsey Elizabeth Lauzon
Vivian E. Lea
Michelle T. LeFils
Amanda Jean Lipham
Amanda Paige Lubin
Isabella Doro Lucia
Shannon Katelyn Lund
Kristine Nicole Lynch
Erin Elizabeth MacMillan
Sarah Marie Martin
Sarah Marie Martin
***Stephanie Ann McCarthy
Theresa Lynn McIntyre
**Ashley Beatrice McManus
Emily Megan Messenger
Kristy Lee Miller
Deborah Ann Miller-Stachler
***Jami Dawn Moesgaard
Caitlin Mary Morris
Cheryl Marie Morris
Elizabeth Ann Morse
Kelly Jean O'Brien
Lesly P. Ordonez
Kayleigh Oser
Sarah N. Palmbach
Haydee M. Pantojas

***denotes Summa Cum Laude
**denotes Magna Cum Laude
*denotes Cum Laude
College of Education

** Nicole Lynn Pastore
Ashley Dianne Pendergast
Brittany Elise Phillips
Darcie Rachelle Pleasant
Samantha Kathryn Plum
Christopher P. Pomponyo
Anna Ly Na Powers
Stefanie Renee Preston
Janice Ramos
Genesis Jasmine Rawls
* Amanda Rose Redmond
Rachel Wynelle Register
Elizabeth Elaine Reinemund
* Sharon Rose Reuschel
Lisa Christine Rieck
Jessica Rodriguez
Viona Staleina Rolle
Jaquequelynn Mary Romano
Rebecca Catharine Rooney
Amy Marie Rudolph
Julie Anne Rugar
Jessica Ann Ruud
Joy Helene Sather
Christina Mariel Sanchez
Jason Peter Sanchez
Krystal Leigh Schechter
Kathleen Marie Schiel
Ashley Schnaars
Sarah Elizabeth Scordato
Bailey Elizabeth Scott
Nichole Lynn Seaman
Laila Rae Shakhbey
Matthew Christopher Shoudrs
Natasha Nichole Smith
** Emily Jean Smythe
Alexis M. Sterner
Samantha Ashley Stewart
Christina Marie Stone
Meghan Shianne Surrell
Leslie Amado Taylor
Rachel Lynn Thomas
Adam Gregory Thomason
Ruby Thalia Thompson
Sophia Marie Tranpani
Lauren Tranponi D'Agnone
Daniel Wayne Van Demark
Vanessa Francelina Vazquez
* Lindsey Elizabeth Vinnamonde
* Amanda Sue Vocks
** Tani Marie Washak
Lauren Janelle Weber
Erica Ann Wiater
Michelle Lynn Wilbanks

Amy Darlene Wildes
Jennifer Mae Wilhoit
Erika Lee Young
Rachel Dara Zayas

**English Language Arts Education BS**
Megan Campanile
Cassandra Lee Condon
Whitley Jeanne Dolley
Sean Ellis

*** Nicholas Anthony Hingle
Helen Catherine Holcomb
Graciela Justiniano
Kyle Lindquist
Ganesh Persaud
Alexandra Hope Scerbo
Cassandra Anne Schallham

** LauraJune Szpunar
Brittany Elizabeth Tai
Matthew Ryan Walters

*** Exceptional Student Education BS***
Shannon Anglin Bauman
Sandra Michelle Johnson
Ashley Rebecca Kaminoff
Rachel Lee Kaslimer
Alicia Kathleen McMahon
Thanh Nhan Thi Nguyen
Alece S. Novak
Tracy Lee Oxley
Allison Patricia Perry
Kira-Marie Therese Sandlak
Nicole Ann Sobers
Erika Tilli Spivey
Bambi Jo Tomlinson
Ruth Damaris Valentin

**Foreign Language Education BS-French Track**
Lauren Christina Rew

**Foreign Language Education BS-Spanish Track**
Krystin Elizabeth Noell Goenner
Margaret Lena Oropesa

**Mathematics Education BS**
Amy Lauren Bennis
Cristina Megan Cameron
** Mariah Karyn Charter
Stephanie Lynn McElhaney
Ashley Nicole Mullins

Kurt Wayne Prosser
Christopher George Roca
Justin Ross Rosenbaum
Randy Michael Sookhoo
Alexandra Jean Suriano
Regan Jean Thomas
Olneck Vertus

** Aline A. Zghayyar

**Science Education BS-Biology Track**
Safiaiyah Aladin
Eric Ryan Gil
Adrienne Alexandra Hundley
Kelli Nicole Keene
Dawn Kaitlynn Moody
Jon Michael Napoles

**Science Education BS-Chemistry Track**
Kady Joy King
Keith Michael Lebeau
Jenna Lauren Meltzer
Benjamin Thomas Nordmann

**Science Education BS-Physics Track**
Megan Marie Thayer

**Social Science Education BS**
Anthony David Aguaad
Paul Robert Allen
Rachael Barnes
Helen Maria Buckley
Yessenia Aileen Chacon
Meagan Nicole Copeland
Robert Gilkey Dickson
Justin Andrew Hunt
Marisa Lynn Kaufman
Edward Lee Kerns, Jr.
Cormack J. Matthews
Wade Andrew Parkinson
Michael Joseph Philips
Carol Lindsay Raburn
Philip David Rappaport
Emily Alexandra Richardson
Erica Rachel Rosenberg
Tracy Lynn Sapp
Anna Catherine Sibilrud

* Tyson James Slogar
Courtney Michelle Sneed
Amy Marie Thompson
Michael Gene Toliver
Lydia Maritza Velazquez
Justin L. Williams

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education

Sport and Exercise Science BS

Zaira Marie Acevedo
Travis D. Allen
Steven Robert Auld
Brendan Thomas Bobek
Aubrey Michelle Brown
Glenn James Brown
Jamarr Winston Burnett
Evans-Sebastien Calixte
Colure Caulfield
Troy Michael Davis
Andrew Michael Dodge
Christopher K. Eaddy
Karium A. Edwards II
Stephanie Lynne Finch
Michael James Flickinger
Robert Shawn Flynn
Kyle Steven Gilbert
Jourdan Leigh Greene-Rettig
Thomas Jordan Jacobsen
Jessica N. Johnson
Christopher T. Mendiola
Danielle Elaine Mize
Kyle James Monahan
Jonathan Ross Nyiri
Jessica Lenise Osborne
Michael Hatem Pacini
Connor Douglas Peacock
Phillip Anthony Penn
Alex Anthony Pompa
Casey Lyn Radolinski
Nelson Lee Rembert II
Patrick Jay Robertson
Ricky Tyson Sakata
Justin Maxwell Seppa
Brittny Eryn Silke
* Matthew Kirk Snodgrass
Krista Louise Spell
Anthony Curtis Steele
Ryan Wynn Tuff
Alisha Marisa Veta

Technical Education and Industry
Training BS

Deuel William Allen
Spurgeon Kurt Blackburn
Samuel Clark
Lori M. Howard
Norman Lionel Lowe
Renee Patricia Macdonald
Kyle Loray Overton
Lonnie Lamar Smith
Shamir Chenier Timothy
Therese Lynn Tippie

Technical Education and Industry
Training BS-Industry Training Non-
Certificate Track

Jose Andres Costoya

Sport and Fitness BS

Daniel Richard Adamson
Chad Eric Alexander
Cordell Ashley Allen
Elizabeth Gonzalez-Pardo
Scott Christopher Ireland
Jeffrey F. Moreira
Daniel James Pacheco
* David Taylor Williams

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS

Charles Toshiro Allen
** Karla K. Arce
Bianca Cantarelli Belmont
Joshua Lacey Campbell
Jeffrey Robert Corbell
Marc E. Cunanan
Bryce Coleman Eggleton
Michael J. Galletti
Donald Victor Gilbert, Jr.
Phillip Anthony Gunderson
Sean Hale
Terrence Lee Howard
Sam E. Huskey
Justin E. Johnson
* Daniel Charles Karn
Sean Kauffman
Vishal Arvind Kotadia
Keith Wagner Krajewski
Jana Lynn Mays
Corey James Miller
John J. Moran, Jr.
Michael Donald Murphy
Christopher Perez
Elliott Mitchell Pevzner
*** Benjamin Charles Shaia
Zachary James Skopec
Joshua Lee Teslicko
** Marcus Clint Vinson
Jolene P. Wan

Information Technology BS

* Kamil Abbas
Saqib Abbas
Maximilian Arheimer
John Bui
Christopher Frank Chung
Joel A. Cook
Jose Cortes III
Paul Daniel
Matthew J. Elliott
Steven Joseph Faulkner
Dana Lynn Hannah
Matanel Hazan
Santiago Hernandez
Joseph Samuel Hochberger
Tara Dawn Howard
Geddy Lee Karrle
Christopher Peter Kolos
Jedd Ashely Kovic

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BSCE

Simone Anna-Maria Babb
Rachel Quinn Barnett
Naomi Rani Beaulieu
Caleb Charles Bolin
Thomas Nolen Branch
Christopher Agno Chin
Laura Elizabeth Clemens
Stephanie Jean Dickerson
Gregg Steven Dubinsky
Enrique Fernandez
Colin Patrick Ferris
* Hugo Ferstadt Vargas
Ryan Joseph Fetchko
Ryan Mathew Flipse
Alexander R. Forth
Ross Galbraith
Nugegodage Franco Gunasekera
David Michael Gusty
Christine Marie Hall
Michael F. Heim
John Joseph Herbert IV
Jacob Douglas Hippler
Daron Arthur Shane Holt
Floyd Jackson, Jr.
Christina Velasco Jaquilmac
Nina Maria Jean-Louis
Rick M. Jenarine
Kristina Elaine Jorgensen
** Brice Alexander Latham
Jake William Lovan
Marquese Brian Maduro
Skyler Austyn Mastro
Cory Ian McBriarty
Mitchell George Miorelli
Nicholas Molin
Danny Montoya
David Christopher Mullen
Mohammed Muzammil
Sean R. Nicholl
Tyler Orrin Pearson
** Tyler Wells Pierce
Evan Peter Prado
Sean Rajesh Ram
Dianna Ileen Ramirez
Edwin Jose Ramos
Shabbir M. Ratansri, Sr.
Derek Raw
Steven Russell Scarpinato

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering BSASE

Micheal Emerson Baker
* Mark Russell Bennett
* Anil Emilio Bozan
*** Thomas Eugene Breen
Alejandro D. Caicedo
Jose Carlos Castillo
Michael Christopher Chea
Morgan Ewen
Nathan Charles Fisk
Charles Heyligen
Jaclyn Elizabeth Hislop
Kyle R. Houser
Michael Charles Maggiore
Michael A. Morikone
Sarah Amanda Murray
Richard Dean Prichard, Jr.
Guillermo Rodriguez
** Sanna Farooq Siddiqui
Mark Johnson Solts
Nicholas Charles Spinler
Michael Allen Stein
Christopher Philip Velez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Keith Robert Schriner
Charles Thomas Springer V
Eric Scott Stewart
Michael Joseph Taaffe
Kyle Jackson Tatum
Nathaniel Erland Vick
Katie Anne Widdison

**Xuebing Zheng**

**Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering**

Construction Engineering BSConE

Steven Joseph Jordan
Andy Quang Luu
Edwin Jose Ramos
Steven Russell Scarpinato

**Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering**

Electrical Engineering BSEE

Anthony Ademayowa Adu
Javier Arias
Matthew Lewis Beck
Roberto Carlos Borja
Ashok Raj Bose
Andrew T. Bryan
Aaron R. Burlison
David Charles Carvajal
Walter Rafael Castellon
Paul H. Conboy, Jr.
Eunice Astrid Cruz
Ashley Marie Desiongco
Jose A. Dominguez, Jr.
Gilbert Henri Duvergloas
German Andres Escalante
Stephan N. Faulkner
Timothy John Forkenbrock
Nicholas John Futch
Ryan Michael Gallo
Stacy M. Glass
Charles Wesley Grubbs
Vu Martin Ha
Travis Mason Helms
Juan Sebastian Hidalgo
Ryan Sean Kastovich
Daniel Amelio Lanzone II
Samantha Renee Lickteig
Shenmin Anthony Lo

**Thien Minh Luu**
**Kenzo Alejandro Mendoza**
**Marcel Inemesit Michael**
**Genaro Melvin Moore**
**Jose Mousadi**
**Pooya Nejad**
**Carlos Andres Neyra**
**Anh Loan Cuu Nguyen**
**Amos Nortilien**
**Joseph Omamo Nyamogo**
**Peter Raymond Obeng**
**Jose M. Paredes**

**Duy-Hung Nguyen Pham**
Brett Douglas Rankin
Omar Anthony Rodriguez
Michael Brandon Roosa
Marcial Rosario, Jr.
Christopher Michael Rowe
Jaime Ignacio Salazar
Austin Keith Scruggs
Daniel Alberto Silva
Jerald F. Slatko
Thomas Charles Spalding
Patrick Logan Srofe
Joaquim Kenny Daniel Thompson, Sr.
Ryan Charles Tochtermann
Michael Evan Trampler

**Martin Huy Trang**
Siarhei Traskouski
Florence Tam-Huong Trinh
Robert Lewis Wadsworth II
Cara M. Waterbury
Benjamin Zeng

**Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering**

Industrial Engineering BSIE

Mohammed Nathmi Ahmad
Christine Elizabeth Harris Berrios
Erica Maria Rodriguez
Long Truong Truong
Joshua James Whitlatch

**Wade Edward Angel, Jr.**
**Alfredo Henrique Arnal**
**Ploye Baptiste**
**Chelsca Elizabeth Barnes**
**Gregory Roosevelt Benjamin**
**Jorge Leon Benzaquen**
**Joshua Alexander Bernstein**
**Charles Joseph Bivona III**
**Sean Michael Brennan**
**Corey Jordan Brown**
**Chevy James Butman**
**Diego A. Camiro**
**Jose Carlos Castillo**
**Daniel Patrick Cope**
**Matthew C. Covington**
**Jeffrey Alan Deal**
**Morgan Ewen**
**Jennifer Marie Feliciano**
**Daniel Stephen Fenton**
**Nathan Charles Fist**
**Mariano M. Fontana**
**Emmanuel J. Garcia**
**Afrain Elia Fawzy Gawargy**
**Nolen Matthew Gerke**
**Zackary Tyler Glasco**
**Andrew Joseph Green**
**Brandon Scott Gregg**
**Cory Jay Guenot**

**Stephen Andrew Guimond**
Brendan Robert Haggerty
Brandon Earl Hardiman
Christopher Ryan Harrison
Derek Robert Hauck
Daniel Michael Henkelman
Charles Heyligen
Justin Douglas Hodges
Kyle R. Houser
Jason Andrew Kachelein

**Derek Alan Kubik**
Matthew James Lankford
Kevin Andrew Lautenslager

**Elizabeth Maree Leggett**
Linton Lilly, Jr.

**Isaac De Brito Lima**
Jasen Malave
Jonathan Louis Millan
Keegan John Mullaney
Jessica Elizabeth Nunn
Bradley G. Ode

**Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering**

Mechanical Engineering BSME

Andrew Kenneth Aguierre
Christopher Joseph Allen

**Bachelor of Science in Information Technology**

Information Technology BSIIT

uinto+oengineer

***denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Brent Thomas Papesh
Joshua David Perstein
* Michael Dewayne Rabon
Abdel Tahir Rahaman
Brittany Marie Ryals
Samuel Salazar
Julian Sanchez
Salim Sanchez
Jacob Andrew Serre
Nathan Joseph Shea
Andres Elias Silva
Jamie Daniel Skovron
Lee William Smith
Zachary Alexander Strickland
Michael Bradley Termini
Benjamin Thomas
Stephen Michael Thomas
Ben Andrew Tuovila
James Phillip Turner
Richard J. Walker
William Brinson White
Brock Mitchell Wilkinson
Constantine Marion Wolski III
Zachary Wright

Bachelor of Science in
Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE

Thomas Nolen Branch
Faisal Safdar Cheema, Sr.
Patricia Dell D’Annunzio
Gregg Steven Dubinsky
Hanan Kamal Elhakiem
* Amanda Leigh Ferree
* Hugo Ferstadt Vargas
Christine Marie Hall
Nancy Pena Holt
Joel Andrew Ivey II
Tonya Michele Kay
Christina Rose Lehr
Marques Brian Maduro
Luis Armando Martinez
David Christopher Mullen
Dianna Michelle Petyk
** Tyler Wells Pierce
Nadia Annette Ramnathan
Cristina de Mar Serra
Michael Joseph Taafe
Washington Alexander Washbrum

Bachelor of Science in
Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering BSCompE

* Stephen Nicholas Bryant
Walter Rafael Castellon
Luke Anthony Cremersus
Timothy Terrence Egan
* David Clinton Farrell
Kyle S. Ferguson
Marvin Hugo Fernandez
Ronald Christopher Gast
Jeffrey Edwin Hildebrandt
*** Evan Ryan Husk
Dejian Marcel Lee-Hue
Michael Bernard Lopez
Joseph E. Lunder
Daniel Michael Moody
Christopher Glenn Nergard
Antonio Ortiz III

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Bachelor of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders
BA
Baye Elizabeth Adams
*** Shelby Loren Bender
Christine Claimon
Kristina Nicole Cox
Lindsay Lee Daniels
*** Farrah Eriss
Samuel Alexander Gaitan
* Kristen Joan Hurst
Tina Licata
Heather Nieves
Priscilla Rivera
Jihhan Shamira Rosalle
Christopher Michael Schneider
Michelle Marie Silva
Sarah Kaylen Walker
Whitney Amanda Weber
Andrea Christine Welch
Courtney Michelle White

Criminal Justice BA
Bryan Steve Bonilla
Brion Nisha Brookins
Curtis Robert Burnside
Valron Bruce Gouch II
Sylvetta Nevada Mosley
* Eric Dylan Rocheleau
Rosemarie Chantall Santos
Chloe Dawn Smith
Juanique Nicole Yates

Legal Studies BA
Johnny Marcos Brown, Jr.
* Janely Crespo
*** Jacqueline Zee DeRovanesian
Stephane Danny Dorlas, Sr.
* Lomenie Louita Etienne
Tiffany Ann Fanning
Hattie Joyce Fields-Everett
Mark Alan Gerber
Nydia Marie Gonzalez
Brytanny M. Grover
*** Miracle Luuba Haynes
Ryan Socrates Jallali
Lucianny Lambert
Talayka Lashan Mcqueen
Teresa Mitchell
Shira Eden Notrika
* Priscilla Nicole Perez

Public Administration BA
Jenay N. Byrd
Nathalie C. Forney
Indira Kassandra Reyes
* Anthony Rios
Sean Tucker

Bachelor of Science

Communication Sciences and Disorders
BS
Erika Abbad
Alyssa N. Ager
Melissa Folasade Amoran
Carolina Isabel Artuz
Charles Paul Attard
Jennifer Nicole Brown
Sara Soumaya Chamma
*** Alyssa Anne Crews
Casey Nicole Davis
Nakisha Leslie Dorcious
Meagan Anne Eaves
Franchesca Fiorini
Melanie Frances Foster
Nicole Ann Fredmonski
Stephanie Frias
Bettina Delourdes Garcon
Angela Marie Giunta
Sabrina G. Goodwin
Shady Priscilla Gramajo
Danielle Rachel Green
Garrett Pierce Gunn
*** Lauren Hall
Lindsay Michelle Howley
Anastasia Erlene Jean Baptiste
Shouberte Jean-Baptiste
Casey Lynn Kiser
Lindsay Leigh Kriser
Annika Mareike Mantis
Megan Nicole McCort
Kasis Crystalline McWilliams
Ryan Edward Mims
Tiffany Victoria Morhaim
Meredith Leigh Murphy
Erin Kathleen O'Malley
Cynthia Anna Osse
Meghan Lauren Ostema

George Steven Pappas
Manica Christina Pierrett
Shawna Rae Pustilnik
Ashley Brooke Ray
Franjesca Crystal Roca
Holly Jane Rothrock
Kelsey Blaisdell Ruffridge
Astrid Nicole Russo
Shadae Genene Sanders
Kyra K. Satabe
Sharinda Renee Shakes
Rebecca Shaw-Malkoff
Jasmine Shaquanna Stevens
Alexandra Marie Taranta
Andrew L. Tatros
Mabelle Torres
Hilarion Marie Van Sickle
Julie Marie Westman
Sheena Marie Williams
Kayla Marie Wright

Criminal Justice BS
Melissa Lynn Acevedo
Morgan Elizabeth Acker
Leila Zenith Adams
Robert Thomas Afonso
Rochelle Lee Alger
Victoria Lee Allen
Brian Lee Anderson
Sarah Mahealani Augustin
Christopher Bruce Bailey
Stephanie E. Batten
Mohammed Bellahna
Mary-Magdalene Victoria Bennett
Allison Jean Biagioni
Michael Blake Bixler
Chantel Monique Blake
Samantha Esther Boada
Michael Steven Bolek
Philippe Varmel Bonbon
Tracy Blake Bowden
Daniel Luke Brawmonte
Latina Lanne Brewer
Allison Denise Bridges
Melissa Jo Brown
Jeremiah Anthorwn Brutus
Alia Alma Burton
James Patrick Bynes
Courtney Nichole Cantu
Johane Charles
Daniel James Collier, Jr.
*** Ronnee Michele Consolato

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Hunter Aston Corchado
Nicole Elizabeth Corring
Anthony Joseph Corso, Jr.
Max Coulanges
Charles Kramer Cox
Brian Steven Cross
Adam Robert D'Angelo
Kerri Michele Deanto
Matthew James Dugan
Garrett Michael Emmons
Steven Randall Erickson
Wesley O'Neal Escue
Sarah Elizabeth Feasel
Ashley Sade Felix
Sean Patrick Fletcher
Myles Camden Flynn
Marcos Antonio Font
Danielle Forrester
Zachary J. Garrand
*Mindy Marline Garza
Matthew Dean Grace
Michael David Grinberg
Max B. Grossman
Cesar Humberto Guerrero III
Beth Ann Guinn
Kelly Ann Hall
Erik Thomas Hartl
Brent Heiligenthal
Brian Christopher Hendricks
Tonia Kristine Henselin
Stacey Renee Hintz
Jennifer Marie Hoffman

***Justin Lynn Hyatt
 Erik James Isaacs
 Candice Griffin Isla
 Joanie G. Jean Baptiste
 Cheyenne Elizabeth Jennings
 Jonathan Nik Joseph
 Branden Allen Kern
 Bryant Nile King
 Richard Zachary Ladd, Sr.
 Rajiv Sunil Lal
 Gabriela Sophie Lazaro
 Evan Scott Lederman
 Nadine Lenene
 Kimberly Lewis
 Nalchy Mercedes Lisboa
 Anthony Gregory Liuazzo
 Adam Watkins Loudon
 Kayleigh Nicole Mabe
 Yarely Ann Marrero Gomez
 Michael Wayne Maxwell
 Benjamin Quick McTavish
 Joel Medina
 Kyle Philip Medvetz
 Anthony Mejias
 Daniel Eric Mell
 Sabre Alexandria Moll
 Nicole Janine Monard
 * Nicole Moreano
 Matthew Ryan Munchick
 Gregory Michael Murphy
 Nicholas Rueben Nesbitt
 Ryan Garrett O'Kelly
 Robert Michael Orban
 Brittany Nicole Ortiz
 Melissa Pagan
 John Raeburn Paquette
 Ashley Marie Pariseau
 Kimberly Jane Pate
 Brittany Denise Pfund
 Ashley Ellen Pick
 Lindsey Marie Pike
 Heather Michelle Politsch
 Jessica Posada
 Andrew Robert Poulos
 Andrew Isaac Reyes
 Nicole Elisa Richard
 Robert Phillip Richardson II
 John Edwin Risberg
 Allison L. Roberts
 Christopher Michael Rosa
 Josette Mykayla Rudnicki
 Eichelmarie Ruiz
 Richard Martin Salazar
 Stephen James Salzano
 * Joselyn Sanchez

***Michael Thomas Sanderson
 De-Sean Emile Satcher
 Aaron Lloyd Savage
 Corey Hunter Schell
 Katharine Sheryl Schneider
 Decarlos Kouvaris Scippio
 Ross Isaac Shugan

* Austin Charles Shupe
 Milagros Angela Sillerico
 James Ryan Simrans
 Derek Alan Smedley
 Heather Anne Smith
 Paige Ashley Smith
 Maria Isabel Solon
 Teresa Marie Starks
 Matthew Robert Steinle
 Victoria Ann Still
 Blaire Nicole Stull
 Devlin O'Neill Sudhoff

Marco Rosario Sulsetti
Sean Daniel Terrell
Ashley Arielle Torres
Jose Luis Villegas
Julie A. Voyles
Aarohi Vyas
Rebekah Deloris Washington
Kathryn Elizabeth Williams
Susan Leann Williams
Andrew Bruce Wilmot
Sara Leigh Wink
Alex Jordan Woold

***Andrew George Worth

Criminal Justice BS-Criminal Justice
AS to BS Track
Jacob Cody Leitch
Stephanie Jo Paquette
Jennifer Leigh Pyburn

Health Informatics and Information
Management BS
Monique N’Kiri Gainey
Bethany Giddens
Lisa Danielle Green
Mirlane Ligene Datilma
Nikkita Saderia Martinez
Cassandra Lynne Tate
Dana Ann Lisa Williams

Health Sciences-Pre-Clinical BS
Zainab Basel Alkowni
Aaron Joseph Arroyave
Andrea Alicia Astenjo
Kenneth Dale Baker
Gisele Dominique Beausjour
Veronica Anne Beavers
Chelsea Stiles Berry
Harrison Billig
Kelsey Maria Bishop

* Jordan Mackenzie Bomprezzi
Amanda Christine Broedell
Sarah Michelle Brown
Angeline Kristie Bratus
Nancy Bussiere-Mongeau
Brian Rodolfo Chacon
Ashley Michelle Chandler
Clare Ines Chura
Cruz Dante Taras Clark
Graham Connor Clifford
Janelle Rae Cua
Timothy H. Do
College of Health and Public Affairs

Remy Dorelus
Pamela Lynn Dow
Janielle Mary-Elizabeth Dugan
Ashley Nicole Falcon
Keila Falcon
Ashley Kyera Fayson
Kristen Ann Felder
**Petros Ioannis Fragiskakis
Leslie M. Freeman
Michael Alexander Funderburk
Meaghan Kristina Harris
Robert John Heatwole
Alexxa Toya Hibbert
Marcie Catherine Hudak
Quoc Huu Huynh
Dominick D. Iannelli, Jr.
***Kiersten Marie Irwin

Shardel S. Jackson
Aimee R. Jernick
Brittany Elizabeth Johnson
Anil Joseph
Matthew Paul Juber
Zachary Aaron Kaptaine
Heather Mae Kennedy
Jessica Norma Kernaghan
Kevin W. Kersee, Jr.
Kevin O. Kinney
Kendra Lea Koczan
Alisa Marie Kowaleski
Mateus Willin Lai
Trang M. Leminh
Tracey Alice Mabe
Kyle Scott Magley
Cheyenne Jelisa Martin
Tiffany Jemmye Martinez
Elizabeth Megan Mauer
Morgan Nicole Maynard
Suryka Dshaw Mckenzie
Valeria Isabel Medel
Rachel Ann Michell
Alora Marie Miles
Sonja Alicia Murillo
Juan Miguel Nabong V
Kaela N. Nassief
Kimberly Mary Nicholson
Kevin Eugene Nollmeyer
Camelia Alvida Debra Nugent
Joshua T. Oommen
Deepa Vijay Oza
Rupal Vijay Oza
Mona Pandey
Monica Pardo
Erica B. Patel

Henry Lee Pena
Tommy Phan
Lauren Marie Pitstick
Vanessa Michelle Ramirez
**Jacquelyn Elaine Raver
Shavonne Nichelle Robinson
Jonathan Rojo
*Dennis Estefania Salazar
Robert Haynes Sanderson III
Dayanis Savon
Alyssa Scheidecker
Jessica Sedra
Emily Lauren Seidler
Tiphon Rachelle Service
Samantha Ashley Seto
Lauren Nichole Shave
Aubrey Brianna Sherman
**Muhammad Sameer Sobel
Lisa Marie Soler
Christopher David Spellicy
Emily Elizabeth Stone
Kyle Matthew Stone
Carysa Joy Studstill
Ilana Glimbris Suero
Alexis N. Thompson
Jennifer Allison Todaro
Andrew Ton
Nicole Alexandra Vachon
Jeff Allen Villena
Lauren Jeanne Waag
Kimberly Joy Waks
Ashley Patricia Waldon
Jennifer Sally Waldon
Shauna Nicole Weaver
Eric Robert Welter
Jessica Nicole Winton
Jennifer Yuen

Health Services Administration BS

Hadia Ali
Nadia J. Ali
Danilo Ivan Anez
Tamara D. Barfield
**George C. Barrera
Berlande Antoine Beaubrun
Nicole Ashley Bibby
Hadiea Bissaul
Kimberly Sue Bourcier
Blaine K. Bowerman
Ryan Andrew Breeden
Lysheel Alicia Burrell
Brooke Michelle Cameron
Barbara Caneus
Clinton Jay Cantrell
Brittany Le Ann Carter
**Errol Devin Cavanaugh
*Abril Cestoni
*Emily Chatterton
Melissa Ellen Christman
Michael Robert Clermont
Kourtney Erin Coffey
Rachel Susan Collins
Edwin Colon, Jr.
Mackesha Cooper
Jay Carl Cortes
***Carri Melinda DeMuro
Kristin Jo D'Espies
Megan Nicole Dinatale
Kaytelynne Juel Dubey
Brandy Michelle Eastham
Michael Edmison
Sasha Eugene
Chibuza Nkechi Eze
Flora Kamal Fam Nakhlia
Christopher Leslie Fanlan
Brian Joseph Fernandez
Jason S. Fetigan
Casey Lynn-Ann Frame
Chelsi Fayth Francis
Karysha Freeman
Alexa Carmen Gomez
Giana Gonzalez
Joshua Jeffrey Gorschuch
Lauren Ann Green
Jennifer Ann Guilker Potter
Brooke A. Hamilton
Darriele Xandria Hardge
Christiana Nicole Hires
Zachary Kaden Hohenberg
Allaina Charnae Holliday
Adam M. Horgan
Jessica Nicole Hunter
Chasity Nicole Hyatt
Michael Lee Imbt
* Adriana C. Izquierdo
Diana Jaguande
Jessica N. Jaworowski
Key Vion Donnaisha Jones
Jason David Julien
Laura Abigail Kendrick
Tachoon Steve Kim
Stephanie Beryl Klingensmith
Jason J. Kramer
Jacqueline Marie LaBonte
Rene D. Leon

***denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Monique Cherelle Lewis
Jumie J. Lim
Jennifer Marie Lowe
Victoria Deidre Lubold
Beth-Liz Marie Marrero
Michelle Lynn Marshall
Cori Melissa May
Paige Eryn McCarthy
Jamie Michelle McUne
Amiel A. McFarlane
Natasha Danielle Medor
Sabine Michel
Emily Jane Moore
Mulela Siwela Muyeba
Samia Navaid
Logan Alise Nettles
Louis Noel
Ivonne Oladunni
Jesse James Parker
Erica B. Patel
Gina Marie Perkins
Cheyenne J. Pineda
Kareena Latrese Pitts
Carly Ponz
Lori C. Raetz
Sabena Raeesa Rahim
Remena Ram
Sarah Ann Raymond
Kalynn Elyse Reidenauer
Brittany Marie Ries
Brittany Lea Sadlo
Aimee Santiago
Aubrey Brianna Sherman
H. William Sherman
Jennifer Louise Shippert
Elvia Denise Simbana
Stefanie Christine Singh
Jheaneli Danielle Smike
Teri Jean Stanage
Derrick Paul Storts
Ashley Lynn Straub
Carysa Joy Studstill
Ashley Sadelle Sykora
Michelle S. Symaniak
Daniel Enrique Tejeda
Francesca Tomassini
Jose N. Toro III
Brittany L. Torres
Krishna Walters
Sasha-Kaye Samantha Watson
Andrew James Weber
Jordan Nichole Werle
Corey Edward White

Dana Ann Lisa Williams
Courtney Ellen Willoughby
Megan Caroline Wong
Chao Zhang

Legal Studies BS
William Cleveland Acree III
*** Noemi Ivette Aguilera
Frankie Anthony Alaimo, Jr.
Nathalie Aponte
Angela Grace Bedenbaugh
Christopher Paul Boran
Shaneil Lauren Bowling
Megan Leigh Brooks
Keith Edward Bryant
Nubia Soraya Bueno
Sara Rebecca Canepa
Courtney Nichole Cantu

** Jessica Frances Carroll
Alyx Christian Cassel
David Glen Chapman
Vijay S.R. Choksi
Deborah Ruth-Ann Chung
Stephanie Rose Circosta
Matthew Alan Collier
Camelo L. Cott
Derek Dallas, Sr.
Dubney Camp Darden
India Jane T. Davis
Amanda Kelley DeVore
Kim Dieudonne
Seylan Dorcely
David Eric Dunn

** Monique Jeanette Eisenbauer
** Mary D. Franke
* Sherry-Lyne Paige Giove
Olga Maria Grenet
Lissette N. Hampton
Erlin Alyssa Haubenstock
Stephanie Dreslin Josephs
Chad Eric Joyner
Christopher Stephan Kiggins
Andrew Marc Kline
Laura Nicole Krivickas
Patrick James Landy, Jr.
Kimberly Lewis
Kristina Suzanne McFayden
Sashan A. McLean
Tiana Latasha Nicole Needley
Nadine S. Nelson-Bailey
Taisha O’Connor

Jeffrey Jon Ottum
Maite Genevieve Palazzolo
Sarah Marie Pavlik
Charlene Antonette Purchas
Steven Garrick Pyles
Jared Scott Rabitto
Sasha Ramirez
Yoliara Marie Ramos Soto
Vanessa Rocha
* Joselyn Sanchez
Dorise Chante’ Sheppard
Trent Christian Sidabras
Brittany N. Sullivan
Jerris Arsenio Sumln
Jason Phillip Thompson
Patricia Enid Tirado
Gregory Franklin Tucker
Janel Urbina
Paula Patricia Valdez
Rebb Valeris
Brittany Gabrielle Villafuerte
Joseph M. Volpe
Marc G. Volper
Justin Philip Walker
Dominique Jay Watson
Dustin Ryan Werling
Jonathan Paul West
Tal Arthur Wollschlaeger
Marilyn Youssef

Public Administration BS
Karen Ashmeade
Ashley Nicole Cornelison
Jessica Michele Ghersetich
Luis Carlos Hernandez
*** Robbin A. Jones
Brittany Elizabeth Lutftring
Michael D. Mehdipour
Veronica Nieves
Cecelia Smith
Jessica Anne Smith
** Paula Odette Trinidad
Jeffrey Michael Wells
Bradley James Woodson
Michael John Yarber

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW

Malik Dantes Bevel
Timothy Sean Fitzgerald
* Maegan Elizabeth Heller

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS
Patricia Helena Correia
Danielle Evangelisti
Leslie M. Freeman

Biotechnology BS
Daynah Rose Auguste
Patricia Helena Correia
Ryan Nicholas Fisher
Hillari Mac Hallquist
** Brian Orlando Hernandez
James Andrew Jacome
Stephen Thomas Johnson
Peter John McGranaghan, Jr.

Molecular Biology and Microbiology BS
Jesus Mauricio Acero
Violette L. Alisaka
Daynah Rose Auguste
Chukwuka Ayetin
Mishah Azhar
Alexander Bahman
Catherine Maude Bailey
Jenna Rose Bonaccorso
Kimberly Joyce Buckelew
Christopher Jay Campos
Jose Vicente Castellanos
Alexander Jinwon Chong
Erika Leigh Cohen
Ambar M. Colon Gonzalez
Jenny Anne Cullen
Robert Neal de la Cruz
Pascal Antoine Desdunes
Kristen Leigh DiBiasio
Shanai Lashayla Dixon
Remy Dorelus
Sean Michael Flanagan
Sean William Flowers
Heather Renee Gauger
Justin Michael Gelinas
Jonathan J. Grijalva
Jesse Samuel Harrison
* Alexander Hernandez

** Brian Orlando Hernandez

*** Lauren Ali Holliday
Daniel Mikhail Hushla
James Andrew Jacome
Brittany Janssen
Arthur Lee Johnson II
Rozana Karim

Alexandra Rae Koffler
*** David Gregory Lehmkuhl
Caitlin F. MacAdams
Stacey Lynn Main
Michael William Manning
Caroline Marsan
Angelica Martinez
Peter John McGranaghan, Jr.
Matthew Alston McMullen
Erika Nafi-Valencia
Merari Negron
Jennifer Catherine Nergard
Joshua Adam Nichols
Munjal Patel
Priva Dilip Patel
Venesha Sanjay Patel
Giannina Alixandra Perez
Jaimie M. Pozzy
** Gina Marie Prochilo
Katie Raaidy
** Kelli Marie Rike
Ashley Krystle Rodgers
Daniel James Romeo
Joshua Rajan Samuel
Alexander E. Schaal
Priyanka Bipin Sharma
Celeste Lindsay Shear
Emily Gail Smith
Lesieann Elizabeth Spence
Sibel Tekeli
Vera Nu Quyehoa Ton
Arielle Grace Tyson
Kenny Barthelmomw Veiga
Melissa Vixama
Matthew Ryan Whaley

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing Generic BSN-Concurrent ASN to BSN Track
Cassandra Ann Aldi
Victoria Melissa Amsden
Jessica Badeaux
Annalie Baldridge
Jacqueline Renee Bernert
Joy Bingham
Linda Michelle Cannon
Amanda Lee Carballo
Maria Lauren Caroselli
Emily Gwen Choo-Yick
Rachel Elizabeth Clark
Victoria Quinn Clark
Christy Jo Crooks
Derrick Ryan Cruthirds
Jessica Lynn Culbertson
Daniella C. Dejesus
Gianna Monse Digiorgio
Stacey Kim Edwards
Laura Lucille Fowler
Danielle Ann Gardner
DeVannah V. Gardner
Pamela Susan Gray
Rachael Michelle Gunn
Kelly Elizabeth Hanahan
Jennifer Meighan Hanson Engliss
Michelle Marie Hintz
Lia Martins Leite
Brooke Erin Livingston
Lisa D. Moore
Theresa Ann Moore
Sonya Kaye Oakes
Julissa Pangle
Lauren Lindsey Parsell
Michelle Ann Pavlovsky
Alexa Felice Porter
Melissa Ramos
Eugene Deguzman Reyes
Stacey Allison Rosenberg
Elizabeth Ann Sheehy
Samuel Gregory Shoopman
Vanessa Soler
Angelina Marie Stevens
Nemie Thelon
Angela Cheryl Volta
Charissa Lynn Washington
Jennifer Marie Wassman
Kristina Anne Watterson
Rosa Sam Yi
Gabrielle Claire Zafraui

Nursing Generic BSN-Nursing AS to BSN Track
Adriane Jayde Alexander
Jacqueline Estela Araujo
Deserea Brandy Bailey
Brittani Michelle Bonham
Basil Usman Bonifacio
April Lynn Branly
Rebekah Lorraine Buchanan
Joshua Christopher Budny
Darcey Miranda Caldwell
Reecha Canady
Latasha Maria Carr
Maegan Breana Clifton
Veronica Cruz
Marilyn Daugherty
Stephanie Elizabeth Davis
Sandy C. Eugene
Pearl Yvonne Fox
Kari Joy Garrett
Erika Michelle Gonzalez
Shelley Marie Gordon
Nicole Marie Grove
Allison Roxanne Harris
Melisa Hatke
Ellen Grace Heredia
Casey Lynn Hopman
Jenna Louise Isherwood
Heather Marie Jordan
Ariana Jazmin Leal
Jessica Lynn Ledger
Kelly Alexis Leffler
Jennifer Ann Lyles
Alicia Marie Maityl
Patrick Michael Mirante
Patricia Mongra
Tana Lynn Neugent
Phuc Tuong Nguyen
David Paul Nickell
Mela Libia Peterson
Danielle Lynn Poulton
Justin John Rahmes
Tia Rissland
Maria Katherine Salvador
Maria April Shaw
Cristiane Ruiz Silva
Terri Ann Staley
Amy Marie Suralis
David Eugene Swank
April Lynne Taylor
Cheryl Nicole Thacker
Natalie Jeanne Thompson
Brandon Randolph Thorne
Michelle Rene Tutt
Melissa Usma
Priscilla Ann Van Blarcom
Sarah Ashley Walter
Jessica Ann Wilderman
Darren Calvin Wilkerson
Alyson Nicole Williams
Ashley Noreen Williams
Leah Kristine Williams
Katina Lynett Wilson
Seranda Kate Renee Womack
Inga Woods

Nursing Generic BSN-Nursing RN-BSN Track
Katherine M. adamson
Polo John Amaya
William Herbert Anderson
Candice Jeri Arons
Kellie Kilpatrick Battilo
Barry Lyndon Britt
Suzanne Pauline Brookshire
Danielle Christensen
Lori Anne Cecarello
Marena Ellis De Jesus
Kathy Lynn Doll
Vanessa Fulton
Kendall White Garrison
Iris Stanford Goldfarb
Betty Jeannette Golston-Gonzalez
Airelys Michelle Hernandez
Tiana Renee Hollars
Tara Lynn Jendzio
Nicole Denise Keefer
Jessica Ann Koonce
Chryl A. Liles
Andrew James Lindeman
Jose Elfrain Martinez
Danielle E. McDonough
Marianne McMullen
Ashley Jean Orr
Amanda Lynn Shannon
Sonia Marjorie Simpson
Tacha Henry Souverain
Paige Kelli Stanley
Stephanie Flick Strobel
Sandra Dee Sturges
Jessica May Tucker

***denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Christina A. Turner
Christine Marie Ward
Lauren Beth Yantorni

Nursing Generic BSN-RN-MSN
NP/CNL/NEd Track

Pamela Suzanne Callan
Agueda Maria Freitas

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising-Public Relations BA
Alexis Mercedes Acosta
Robert Alexander
Kaitlyn Nicole Baker
Claudia Marielle Balarin
Joseph Bleeker
Natasha Viviana Marie Christman
* Paige Nicole Clark
Natalie Maria Clifford
Matthew Paul Crescimone
Melissa Lauren Ellinport
Courtney Shari Flowers
Megan Marie Glaser
Kelly Elizabeth Gordon
Mikaela Marie Gordon
Michael Joseph Govea

*** Sydney Abra Gray
Jonathan Chaim Hanson
Tanner Michael Jones
Amira A. Khalil
Kacey Lynn Langston
Ilana Shawn Mann
Leomie Louana Massre
Michelle Anne McAdams
Nicholas James Montesi
Michael R. Morgan
* Kurt Roth Muenburg
Michelle Pettrillo
* Lara S. Ramirez
Sherry Renee Artajo Randolph
Tracy Lauren Rhine
Andrea C. Rodrigues
Kelsi A. Rosenberg
Shelby B. Ross
Megan Elizabeth Scanlan
Katherine Grace Schilling
Jane Allison Stewart

** Jessica Marie Sykes
* Kerry Aislinn Torres
* Katie Elizabeth Whitehead
Morgan Lormae Wiezlicki

Anthropology BA
Mohammed Nayab Ansari
Sam Harris Axelrod
Felesha Tina Beecher
Sarah Kathryn Belcher

*** Kristen Marie Bonelli
Kellen Robert Bossert
*** Rebecca Sue Clemens

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

Chelsea Nicole Daws
Dominique Arielle Dertien
James Fabius Ferrell, Jr.
Matthew Thomas Filiault
Lyndsey Katherine Fitzgerald
Cheryl Mae Foster
Evan Carroll Foster
Richard Lawrence Gaiser
Amanda Corinne Geller
Adam Matthew Gilinsky
Hector Gonzalez, Jr.
Erin Lynn Hage
Theresa Lynn Hooker
Nicole Elaine Jacobson
Veronica M. Jattan
Ronshea Denise Jones
* Adam Thomas Kersch
Shannon LeAnne Kline
Samuel Adam Lenz
* Samantha Long
Amanda Tania Lutchman
Nicole Marina
Amanda Leigh Mollica
Evon Tyler O'Dell

*** Chelsea Beverly O'Toole
Justin Scott Periko
Jonathan Louis Perry
Janika Nate Quiroz
Melissa Doran Rios
Sean Michael Sweeney
Christina Rae Tobine
Charles Robert Tolman
Stephanie Alexis Villavicencio
Christine Lundin Wakim
Melissa A. Walsh
Gina Maria Zoldak

International and Global Studies BA
Juan Jose Aguirre
Stefan Sebastien Cerf
Lourdes Samuelle Eliacin Mars

** Maria F. Faversani
Devon Lee Harvey
Jeniece A. Jones
Emily Anne Killgore
Harrison Leventhal
Douglas Abdalla Namur
Heather Marie Pineiro

* Jasmine Nicole Richardson
Matthew Judd Walker

Interpersonal/Organizational Communication BA
Alexis Anita Ansley
Michael Steven Appelbaum
Daniela A. Archbold
Danielle Renee Barman
Kendyl Leigh Bass
Heather A. Bechtel
Andrea Bejarano
Rachel Loree Bohannan
Amy Kathrynn Lynn Bond
Kurt Nile Broyles
Estefania Buitrago
Amel Alexandra Bushhaala
Francisco Jose Calajo
Lloyd A. Cobourne, Jr.
Marshall Paul Coleman
Sunshine Joy Davis
Daniel Stephen Diamond
Gabrielle Nikkol Dillard
Kristin Nicole Dwyer
Diego Alan Epstein
Andrea Rose Feldman
Deborah E. Fernandez-Rosario
Rita M. Fleming
Jordan Leslie Frank
Justin Lee Frieeke
Nicole Genevieve Frischemeier
Brooke Erin Gadinck-Snyder
Danielle Nicole Garrett
Michael Andrew Godby
Elizabeth Leah Goldberg
Kerra Teale Greene
Shelby Grover
Keegan Taylor Guthals
Alan Trent Harley
Robin Laurel Hart
Tyler James Harwood
Alexandra Virginia Haymaker
Grace Sharon Ingram
Leroy Jackson III
Jennifer Jean Jaime
Eduardo F. Jimenez
Cher-Rae Cassy Joseph
Bryan Kenneth Kepich
Shawna Latoya Kerr
Johanna Elize Kimberley
Katherine Leigh King
Alexandra Marie Kirkland
Yessica Yolanda Lepe
Rushanna Brianna Lewis
Brittany Nicole Licari
College of Sciences

Gabriela Lizzette Lopez-Gonzalez
Robin Ann Lucas
Susan Faith Luther
Stephen Starlin Lynch
Jennifer Lynn Mahoney
Adrian Manso
Anthony Paul Marando
Jerauld Akins McGrew
Monique Julia Miller
Carlyn's Roomy Monestine
Jainie Michelle Murphy
Alyssa Tate Nation
Patrick James Newport
Annelise Michelle Nolan
Kimberly Elizabeth Novak
Janelle Leigh Obert
Jaynie Joann Ortiz-Diaz
Justin Ray Owens
Kristie Noelle Pearsall
Stephanie A. Piza
Joshua David Portman

* Mary P. Prentis
  Michelle Anne Quil
  Karen Lee Raffaio
  Laura Carolina Ramirez
  Crystal Rosina Ivona Richards
  Andrea C. Rodrigues
  Oris Nathaly Rodriguez
  Erica Alice Rooks
  Shanna Mira Rosenbluth
  Lance Palani Roylo
  Jennifer Sangalang
  Paul Daniel Schmidt
  Jordan Spencer Skidmore
  Ian B. Slaughter
  Damian Lucas Smith
  Carolyn Stevens
  Courtney Marie Straehla
  Zachary L. Terseck
  Ariel H. Tinter
  Christine Nichole Torres
  Casey Trytten
  Marquiss Wayne Tyler
  Ebony Gloria Ventura
  La Toya D. Ward
  Sarah Elizabeth Weisenberger
  Julie Nicole Whitaker

Journalism BA
Brittany Michelle Blackshear
Melissa Aurora Colon
Alicia Rose DelGalio
Clayton Taylor Green
Stephanie N. Johnson
Suzannah Jane Kozlowski
Meisha Tamar Perrin
Jennifer Rose Pritchard
* Raquel Yvette Reichard
  Elyssa M. Schwartz
  Anthony Dillon Syros

Journalism BA-Editing Track
Diana Lynn Galvin

Journalism BA-Visual Communication Track
Steven Thomas Barnhart
Lily Maxwell

Political Science BA
Leeann A. Shatley

Political Science BA-American Politics and Policy Track
Matthew Fogarty Arbos
Katelyn Marie Baird
Jason James Buddendorff
Natalie Francis Caron
Amanda Elizabeth Digregorio
Elizabeth Ruth Doerr
Alexandra B. Eicher
Bryan Gordon Johnson
Brett Michael Jones
Christopher John Malafis
Anthony M. Matalcich

** Heath Douglas Mauldin
Donald Rafael Muller
Paul A. Musgrave II
Royce Warren Nephew
Mikail Yunus Peer
Emmanuel Scanziani
Daniel James Shelton
Ross Adam Woodie

Political Science BA-International Relations-Comparative Politics Track
Diana Abreu
Chris Alders
Benjamin Arnheiter
Michael Aaron Beatty, Sr.

Isabel Behrmann
Andrew Maurice Bell
James P. Buonocore
Brittany Mary Charles
Daniel James Cotter
Jeremy Benedict Dalrymple
Melanie G. Davis
Chastity Grace Delgado
Franklin Santiago Diaz Rosario, Sr.
Keren Dana Eckstein
Sixto Flores, Jr.
Michael Jerome Gaeta
Joshua Wayne George
Jesse Clayton Gonzalez
Rebecca Lee Hamilton
Ryan Heaphy
Indira Sasha-Marie Hill
Vctor C. Javas
Brian Anthony Jeffers
Rosser Joseph
* Karina Maria Beate Konz
  Shannon Michael Mason
  Michael Massas
  Allison Leigh Miller
  Brittany Nicole Mohamed
  Erica Christina Munz
  Chadesh Persaud
* Maria Cristina Roman
  Millie Karen Ruiz
  Travis Clinton Rumohr
  Ali Saint Hilaire
  Aron Smukler
  Travis Harrison Sturgill-Trahan
  Rebb Valeris
  Alexandria Oceanus Washington
  Joseph Thomas Webb

Political Science BA-Political Science-Prelaw Track
* Aseye Akosua Abordeppey
  Lindsey Reigh Bandoli
  Joseph William Davis
  Bryan Marsden Eastman
  Diamond Chantel Elliott
  Jonathan Edward Fleming
  Ashley Corina Forrest
  Nicole Gomez
  Nydia Marie Gonzalez
  Mark David Gushiken

** Brandon L. Johnson
  Jacob Matthew Jones
  Alexander Salvador Lloret

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Stacey B. Marmorstein
Angel A. Martinez
Tyler J. Meadows
Kristina Marie Merritt
Justin Patrick Murphy
Olivia Amanda Nedd
Tina R. O'Rourke
Daniel Bryan Pearson
Shalita Persaud
Merrick D. Rosenberg
Yangtse A. Rullan Silen
Carriel Amelia Samuel
*** Jessica Shayn Satinoff
Jolie Noelle Schamber
** Julianna Rose Scott
Matthew Hampton Scovell
Stephen Raymond Sehi
Justin Joseph Selig
Dena Deniella Smekal
Jacob Lee Stonecipher
John Jeffries Swilley IV
Anthony Shane Williams
Mark Andrew Wooten
Nathan Peter Zetterlund

Psychology BA
Erica Danielle Derobertis
Elsa Nieves

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Generalist
Michelle Arias
Kara Irene Bisciglia
Anthony V. Calantog, Jr.
Brittany Diane Clarke
Sara Daron
* Anthony James Ferrara
Crystal La'Shandria Flowers
Giancarlo Galarreta
Jennifer Marie Galletta
Larissa Hopkins
Thomas John-James Iddings
** Jake Addison Keller
Ettore Michael Lanza II
Kaitlin Brooke Lopes
Kristina Cecilia Marulanda
Brittany Aileen Mignanelli
Peter Thomas Perone, Jr.
Taylor Jaclyn Shumate
Adriana Maria Villabona

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Journalism
Katherine Mackenzie Campbell
Krizia N. Cruz
Alexa Maegan Lima
Paula V. Machado
Erica Danielle Martin
Christopher Peder Pinson
Michelle Grace Russo
Stephanie Michelle Zaurin Sz

Radio-Television BA-Production
Emily M. Bonvini
Allison Nicole Crawford
John Michael Duncan
Joseph Anthony Femia
Edgar Gonzalez, Jr.
Michael F. Holleran
Clifford Farrell Jett
Taylor Brooke Koziol
Martin Olarte
** Kevin Richard Stevens
Marquee Dewanye Tyler
Richard Anthony Vargas
Joshua Raymond Vinson
Dylan Harold Yonts

Sociology BA
Ross K. Abraham
Patricia Marie Adam
Jared Michael Adams
Oluwatoyin Maria Akinwolere
Oshena Christina Bent
Jason Austin Cardwell
Christina Danielle Carter-Thomas
Andrea Crystal Cucuta
Christina Daoost
Brittney Rachelle Dennis
Jazmine Renee Dickens
Katie Rose Egan
Lomenic Louta Etienne
Rolando A. Flores, Jr.
Shawn Edward Gaulden
Stacey Jourdy Johnson
Tiffany Diane LéBlanc
Samantha Major
Dwight James McCombs
Sabile Michel
Michael Burkh Nunnery
Robert Matthew Repetti
Erin Elizabeth Simpson
Jessica Marie Torres

Bachelor of Science

Biology BS
Zaira Marie Acevedo
Nadia Kathleen Afghani
Sherin Al Titi
Anaíis Andara
Dayanah Rose Auguste
Brock A. Bahlmann
Catherine Maude Bailey
Jonathan Zed Barcenas
Abby Lee Bartlett
Craig John Beat
Nicholas Alan Beecher
Alon Tomer Bekerman
Mitchell Ethan Bogle
Martha Elizabeth Bravo
Galen Edmund Bringas
Drake David Brown
Natalia Janier Cadavid
Juan A. Camacho
* Ashley N. Caplin
Jacqueline Megan Casale
Melissa Anne Cleer
Catherine Elizabeth Clement
Courtney Ann Colardeau
Alexandra M. Consuegra
Sasha Dawn Dando
Courtney Regis Delacruz
Alana Rene Dougall
Ana Oliveira Edwards
Emeka Albert Egbeike
John Richard Farrell
William John Donohue Fraser
** Emily Frances Frieson
Anthony Serop Froyan
Natalia Gallego
Anthony F. Galotifore III
Ian Dunlop Garris
William David Gerrard
Benjamin Michael Gochnour
Ginger Karina Gonzalez Carranza
Allison Patricia Gundlach
Andrew Joseph Halula
Elizabeth P. Held
Brian Frederick Homberger
Fahima Mireya Jahan

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

El-Jonai Jean-Baptiste
Elizabeth Paige Jerry
** Katherine Marie Joseph
Nihad Katheb
Mary Yerkes Knight
Maximiliana Lang
Stephanie Tania Larochelle
Jamie Marie LeCroy
Manuel Alejandro Lima
Ritu Malhotra
Vanessa Desiree Martinez
Laurie A. Michael
Aaron I. Miller
Chani Rae Mills
Joselyn Morales
Asia Lanei Morrow
Crystal Thuy Nguyen
Ranier Olegario
Janene Orgill
Emily Rose Ouellette
Janelle Frances Pedisich
Heapa Indera Persaud
Justin Daniel Persky
Joseph Michael Pinner
Kyle William Pittsick
Austin Robert Plummer
Christopher Luis Polonio
Megan Marie Porta
Maria Camila Pulido
Marian Alejandra Ramos
Chase Derek Rapp
Rick Registe
Julio Ramon Rodriguez
Brittany I. Ross
Dawn Kristin Ruiz
Alexander Emmanuel Santos
Pamela A. Schieltz
* Nathalie Salonga See
Brianna Marie Sheahan
Juanid Situ
Chad W. Spicer
Jennifer Ann Stanton
Kelli Anne Steele
Connie T. Suen
Amanda Michelle Taylor
Jessica A. Tedesco
Emmalyn Faith Thomas
Ivette Torres
*** Jordan Rose Torrington
Ferdwin Valle
Jacqueline L. Wood
Leah Rose Zambourou

Chemistry BS
Nicolette Patricia Ocampo
Shannon Marie Sullivan

Forensic Science BS
Justin Charles Calabrese
Hillary Rebecca Cordova
Danielle Ashley Dennison
Kathlyne Anne Fehr
Jessica Helene Kindell
Alicia Lynne Norero
Kirstie Marie Thomas
Christopher P. Tiplay

Mathematics BS
John Edward Ahrens

Mathematics BS-Applied Track
Vanessa Michelle Lepe

Physics BS
** Wesley Allen Chambers
Cameron Elliot Glasscock
* Jonathan David Lee
* Candy T. Reid

Physics BS-Physics-Astronomy Track
Bradley A. Stemm

Psychology BS
*Ivelisse Abreu Cabral
Lauren Estelle Adair
Genevieve Alisha Adams
Christina Liane Agosto
Maria Fernanda Aguilar
Mohammed Jamil Ahmed
Kristine Magbanua Alim
Brandon Leon Allen
Danielle Nichole Allen
Georgia Lambert Allen
Tiffany Dawn Altu
* Amber Renee Anderson
Daquisia Lakila Anderson
Caroline Ayer Andreassen
Samantha Ann Arceneaux
Dolisie May Archer
Jose G. Arias
Kevin Craig Asenjo
Cynthia Auyeung
Sendi Avdic
Allison Michelle Bailey
Brittany Ann Baker
Priya Balkaran
Tammy Lee Barnes
Kathryn Sonja Barrett
Dillon Christopher Batenich
Althea Marie Beaton
April J. Bell
Brian Craig Bell
** Jonathan Bell
Mary-Magdalene Victoria Bennett
Marlee J. Berliner
Monica Lee Bermudez
Ayla Lee Bernard
Eileen Jennifer Bernard
Jasmine Elizabeth Bernard
Christina Marie Bessellieu
Jon Jason Bilbey
Ena Bilic
Raqusha Lashawn Bing
Whitney A. Blake
Amour Denise Bloomfield
Nico Renee Blue
Kristin L. Bottone
Olivia Stefani Bowling
Todd Zachary Bowman
Megan Pamela Boyce
Sierra Renee Bozorth
Alicia Jene' Reiou Bradford
Lauren Alyse Bradshaw
Chad Eliot Brandon
Thomas Anthony Bright
Johnny Marcos Brown, Jr.
Veronica Lee Brunelle
Barrington Earl Buchanan
Alexander Todd Bucklan
Sara E. Buszowski
Teresa Ngocthanh Bui
Elizabeth Ashton Butler
** Nicole Lynn Calamusa
* Shakiyla Karice Campbell
Christian David Cannon
Jessica Holly Capps
Cory David Caraway
Alexander Cardona
Christopher Alexis Cardoza
Michael Adam Carlock
Eric Anthony Carlon
Leanie Nicole Cartagena
Grace Cascone
Jennifer Castaneda
Alma Zely Castrejon
Katherine Paige Chapman
Siobhan Natasha Charles

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

*** Daniella Andrea Chavez
Jonathan Michael Chavez
Jessica Renee Clark
Kelly Lynn Clark
Charlene Catherine Clasing
Christine M. Cline
Deby Cluke
Angelique Caroline Cohen
Erea L. Cohen
Brent Edward Collie
Brian Patrick Collins
Abigail Lauren Conrad
Kimberly Lynn Cooley
Ann Elizabeth Cooper
Cathleen Paige Costa
Taryn Marie Courtney
Caylen Brittany Cox
Eden Letitia Crowsey
Ashley Monique DaCosta
Diana Marie Daddario
Jamie Geralyn Dalman
Marlana Joanne Dame

*** Kelly Lynne Darin
Franchesca Marie Davila
Christopher Michael Davis
Kyle Davis
Talita Barros De Avila
Carlos Ordona De Los Angeles

*** Lillian Kathryn Delorio
** Janil Del Villar
Julie Ann Demuth
Matthew Brandon Dennis
Brianna Desouza
Amanda Kristie Diaz
Natalie Angelica Diaz
Raiza Diaz
Ahmad Dib
Annette Dugo Doherty
Annyetta V. Douglas
Lucas Daniel Driskell

*** Kathryn Elizabeth Drumheller
Ian Randall Drury
Felicia Hawley Dunbar
Amy Adelyn Duran
Brooke Meaghan Edm sands
Maryam Safura Edun
Mohamad Wael Elfakir
Christopher Thomas Erwin
Julia Victoria Eusebio
Schenettia Lee Evans
Rebecca Kirsten Evenson
Courtney Nicole Eversole
Bethanie Rose Faucher

Zachary T. Feit
Ryan Daniel Fell
** Allyssa Maryce Go Ferrer
Sean Kyle Edwin Fielding
Christine Elizabeth Fiorey
Alexis Leigh Fischbach
Jarrett Joseph Fisher
Katie Alyse Fitzgibbon
Matthew William Fitzpatrick
Winef S. Fonseca
Scott Andrew Fore
Jessica Lynn Fowler
Daniel Jacob Freeman
Angela Michele Gallo
Jennifer Gama
Juan Manuel Garcia

** Veronica Garcia
Justin Robert Genao
Arun George
Gina Marie Gerber
Taylor Roseanne Giambalvo
Justin R. Gilinsky
Lauren Audriana Gillette
Amanda Maci Glincer
Katherine Nicole Godbey
Erika Gonzalez
Jesus Manuel Gonzalez
Heather Nicole Gordon
Michelle Anne Graham
John-Paul Fitzgerald Green
Alycia Victoria Gresham
Deborah Christine Griffith
Alyssa Marie Gronko
Harlee Ann Gruenberg
Vanessa Rebecca Guerra
Lorena Gutierrez
Elizabeth Nicholle Guzman
Lauren Nicole Halula
Nicole Hamilton
Daniel Carl Hamm
Molly Brett Hare
Holly Elizabeth Harrell
Brittaney Cecile Harris
James Thornton Hartley
Magalie Hassell
A Shayla Monae Haugabrook
Brittany Paige Haywood
Liana Nicole Hazelgrove
Lisa Marie Heath
Lindsey Christine Hegumyier
Richard Henriquez
Chrisnelly Hernandez
Jazmin Yurani Hernandez

Laura Patricia Hernandez
Nicolas G. Hernandez
Danielle Corrado Herrin
Richard Emil Herzfeld
Ryan Michelle Hogan
Nico Lauren Honig
Lisa Anne Horne
Gina P. Hoyos
Jennifer K. Hughes
Courtney Rose Humbert
Darren Stuart Hunt
Asif D. Hussain

* Samantha Nicole Hynes
Cassondra Joy Inosencio
Sijo Jacob
Christopher C. Jaime
Brittanay Christine Jarrell
John Michael Jennings, Jr.
Arthur Lee Johnson II
Brittany E. Jones

* Amanda J. Jordan
Robert Anthony Jordan II
Jemslyne Joseph
Marie Yves Joseph
Kelly Alida Kahn
Lauren Anne Kempner
Lindsey Kerzner
Christina Marie Kinard
Kari Elisa Klein
Kimberly Lin Klokow
Chelsea Renee Knauss
Leah Koons
Christina Kopatsis
Jason Craig Kulp
Michael A. Labi
Alexis Shea Lacorte
Danielle Inge-Maree Lampkin
Quinn Lemoyne Landes
Chelsea A. Lapointe
Robert Paul Lazerson
Jodi-Ann Joette Leach
Anthony G. Leal

** Kiara Lebron
Bradley Michael Leininger
Gabrielle Juliette Letalon
April Sue Lewis
Jennifer Nicole Jewellyn
Tyler J. Long
Nikolas A. Lopez
Toni Danielle Lopiccolo
Kurt Danell Lorenz
Alejandro Giovanni Lozano
Barbara Thuy-Anh Luong

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Misty Lupinacci
* Lior Lynn
Caitlin F. MacAdams
Zandi Maritika Mackenzie
Zahrah Thomas Madison
Rachel Elana Maisner
Lucia Helena Marquez
Bridget Minerva Martinez
Jennifer Altagracia Martinez

*** John Michael Martinez
Rachel M. Martini
William Edward Mayhood IV
Alexandra Mayre
Leslie Marie Maysonet
Joy Nicole McBride
Casi Corinne McCurdy
Diane Lynn McDaniel
Anniesha Shanay McDonald
Samantha Jo McGee
Misty Marie McGilmore
Jonathan C. McIntosh
Graham Edward McLaughlin
*Ronda Lisa McLaughlin
Jessica Caitlin Meadows
Nicholas Anthony Mendoza
Kathryn Parker Mercer
Kristina Marie Merritt
Dahisia Dayana Milanes

** Abigail C. Miller
Alyssa Ashley Miller
Douglas Eugene Miller III
Marshall Jordan Miller
Monica Elizabeth Molina
Julian Montanez
Gabriel Ruben Montero
Ana Maria Montoya
Amanda Margaret Moore
* Heidi Michelle Moore
Kira Diane Moore
Angy Carolina Morales Depablos
Juliana Grace Morell
Andrew Keith Morgan
Laticia Kay Morrell
Alexandra Soledad Mosquera
Kelli Anne Motes
* Erika Suzana Motz
Allison Cheryl Myers
Brittany Nathan
Alexander Lee Nelinson
Brittani Nicole Nguyen
Richard Nielsen
Joses Ricky Noel
Olga Maria Noriega

Angelina Del Carmen Nunez
Kaelyn Ashley Oliveira
Crystal Milagros Oliver
Meghan Alexandra O'Neill
Melanie Mabel O'Neill
Obedi Orbis
Shelby Nicole Ortenzio
Daniel Blake O'Toole
Elizabeth Morgan Owen
Stephanie Marie Oyola
*Amanda Lynn Page

*** Ana Paolina Victoria Paladino
Ashley Nicole Parise
Geralyn Gloriwy Pastrana
Anish G. Patel
Catalina Perez
Giannina Alixandra Perez
Lauren Gabrielle Perez
Laura Michelle Perley
Nicole Jacqueline Peterson
Caleb Pfeifer
Kieu-Dienn Tang Pham
Blakeley Michelle Phillips
Sheena Marie Piehotra
Angie R. Pierre-Lys
Kelly Rae Pisapia
Liliana Stefania Poindexter
Cynthia Sue Pollard
Mc Kenna Kathryn Post

* Alaina Marie Potter
Ashlie Marie Pounds
Heidi Caridad Pozek
Alexander A. Price
Oscar A. Quintero
Rodaina Ziadi Quetineh
Ashley Marie Ramirez
Felicia Lizabeth Ramirez
Elana Paige Ramos
Stephanie Nicole Rancourt
Matthew Joseph Randall
Tiffany Ann Rarick

*** Skye Christine Ratter
Latoya Rattery
Maria Redondo
John Loren Reed
Anophry Jason Reid II
Rachel Suzanne Rew
Eric Scott Reynolds
Ashton Elizabeth Rice
Molly Lauren Richardson
Bartell Andrew Rivera
LaRhonda Terese Rivers
Skyler Glenn Roberts
Christopher Michael Rosa
Lauren Michele Rossitto
Tyra Lara Roy
Amanda Rae Saba Al Aish
Alex Saladino
Michelle C. Salgado
Michael Francis Salimbene
Christina Marie Samaan
Emily Sanchez
Shanira Sanchez
Alyssa Marie Santana
Cindy Vanessa Santander
Cathryn Dawn Santos
Alexandra April Sargeant
Josette Ann Scarp
Jaime Lynn Schiebel
Steven Garrett Schiff
Morgan Fumiko Schmoyer
Jennifer Windy Semen
Mohammad Ali Shah
Nicholas Emmett Sharkey
Sultana Sharinatala
Kelda Renee Shaw
Summer Brooke Shaw
Margaret Mary Shea
Zak Andre Shinton
Allison Anne Shives
Derrick Alexander Simmons

** Alyson Brooke Sivek
Adriane Elicia Smith
Amy K. Smith
Rachel Smith
Sabrina Kimberly Smith
Tiffany Ann Smith
Brett Michael Sollazzo
Jane Estefania Sosa
Luisairis Soto
Amelia Erynn Soura
Cheyneen T. Staeble

** Nicole E. Starr
John Paul Stasiak
Megan Lyn Steadman
Kathryn Dee Storm
Ashley Rose Straight
Emily Ruth Stromacker
Ruth Elizabeth Stuart
Steffi Sudat
Brandy Lorraine Swanson
Philip Samuel Temkin

*** Erin Kendall Thompson
Warren Gilbert Thompson
Catherine Marie Thomson

** Justin Reza Toutouchian

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Brizel H. Trinidad
Alyson Marie Trudeau
Alicia Kristy Tursi
Alexandria Patricia Twomey
Arielle Grace Tyson
Jacqui Van Den Berg
Robin Christina Vanlenten
Alexandra Vargas
Lashay Vazquez
Danielle Angelique Vega
Valeria Carolina Vega
Zuleyka Velazquez
Lauren Anne Velsor
Sarah Nicole Vernick
Sean Brandon Victor-French
Cristina Louise Villalba
Brandon Lawrence Vita
Elizabeth Ann Vitullo
Jennifer Lyn Washick
Andrew Bradley Watson
Brent Myles Weber
Dana Weinstein
Katelyn Elizabeth Whidden
Kyla Rae White
James Thomas Wickey
Natasha Elaine Williams
Brittany Re Wilson
Chelsea Marie Wilson
Epiphany C. Wilson
Corry Ashley Wingate
** Cynthia Heather Wolansky
Amanda Leigh Wood
Jessica Elizabeth Wood
Mark Thomas Wood
Valencia Worrell
Mairim Zalez
Alma Dinora Zavaña
Veronica Rose Zazzaro

Statistics BS
Jessica Claire Engalla
Vanessa Michelle Lepe
Zachary Beren Merritt
Michael Christopher Rexford
Enoe Elias Santiago
Kyle Seitz

Social Sciences BS
Dominic J. Abreu
Jessica Ashley Cornell
Jesse Wilbur Jarrett
Devin Michelle King
Nicole Atene Langford
Catherine Susanne Lent
** Heath Douglas Mauldin
Carol Jessica Swaen

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Office of Undergraduate Studies

**Bachelor of Arts**

_Bachelor of Arts: Interdisciplinary Studies BA-General Studies-BA_

Barbara Anne Allspach
Nathalie Raquel Almonte
Brielle Lynn Armellini
Ashleigh Carol Augustine
Mercedes Chantel Beaudoin
Anthony Walter Belau
Gabrielle Renee Berman
Calyn Elizabeth Bishop
Randy Bogen
Aric Ashley Boucher
Tiffany L. Bradham
*Danielle Rae Brantley*
Danielle Elizabeth Brewer
David Michael Broad
Eric Scott Brown
Patricia Marie Brown
Sarah Ann Bruno-Lerouge
William Adam Butterfield
Brianna Leigh Celeste
William Robert Clark
Heather Michelle Coleman
Cayce Meghan Connolly
Jaime Lynn Cooke
Alexander N. Cooper
Angelica Nicole Crump
Dallas Arlene Daniels
Lawrence Davis III
Elissa Lauren Delve
Tesseler Joy Dillon
Jacques M. Dit Philippe
Kortnie Shiane Duncan
Elizabeth Victoria Elder
Peter Andrew Evangelista
Alison Fortin Ferrer
Keven Steffan Freeman
Yolanda T. Galbreath
Katie Annette Gallagher
Arisleyda Garcia
Lauren Gaznelli
Natasha Glasford
Mary Kathleen Goosman
*Kristen Lee Grezlikowski*
Frederick O. Grimaldi
Travis Deion Hampton
Lindsey Hollingsworth Henderson
Christina Michele Hoffkins
Kayla Rose Holst
Kylee Veblen Jones

Toni Marie King
William Scott Lafoy
Donald Eugene Lawrence
Shamonica L. Lawson
Alisse Michelle Leslie
Justin Bryce Levaughn
Breeann Noelle Majiaka
Sebastian Rudolph Mars
Jenelle S. Miller

***Turi Lynn Moore***
Tonya Morris-Pratt
Jennifer Oakes
Madison Alyse Ott
Michael Christopher Pagnotti
Kayla Rochelle Perryman

**Alexander Sean Phoenix**
Andrea Fatima Pressley

***Kyle Adam Prince***
Desiree Quinto
Alexandra Petra Raser
Lotoya Rattery
Taylor Wynn Sattler
Sabrina Maria Schirmer
Jacob Kevin Schleith
Jason Robert Schmidt
Erica Renee Schwer
Katie Patricia Sehnem
Ryelle Maris Seymour
Jennifer Dean Shaffer

**David Alexander Smiley***
Rosanne J. Smith
Sara Ann Smith
Michele A. Sojka
Madelyn Ilana Sovern
Austin James Steele
Shane Jason Stephenson

***Robert John Sutton***
Cynthia Arlene Teetzal

***Erin Tooker***
Valentin Alexander Vazquez, Jr.
Diego Freitas Vilela
Laura Leigh Walker
Edward J. Yanes
Angelica Maria Zayas

_Bachelor of Science_

_Bachelor of Science: Interdisciplinary Studies BS-Environmental Studies Track_

Ashley Lauren Barker
Kayla Marie Bartley
Kyle Edwin Beverland
Tiffany Virginia Brady
Theodore Henry Bremekamp IV
Amber Nicole Edouard
Tonya Lee Estevez
Jessica Ann Frye
Jessica Carrie Grishaber
*Amie Marie Haertling*
Karissa Lynn Lefevre
Christine Lynne Mendez
*Patrick Theodore Smith*
Torin Collier Spencer
*Annette Leah Spivy*

_Bachelor of Science: Interdisciplinary Studies BS-General Studies BS_

Catherine Aboumyne
Kimberly Renee Adamski
Tania Adolphe
Maredith D. Andrada
Christina Marie Banuche
Angelina M. Barone
Dana L.P. Barrial
Stephanie Nicole Bartolo
Bridgea Bianca Bauer
Michelle Elizabeth Beasley
Ari L. Berg
Shira Tenae Bland

***Alexandra Marie Bonventre***
Marc Stefan Bortak
Robert Albert Gates Boucher
Nena Michelle Brown
Ryan James Carlisle
Stephanie Angeline Carrillo
Dennis Laboy Castello
Stephanie Castro
Julie A. Catalano
Tewana Lasheila Chisholm
Shakira Chun
Sandy R. Cilliac
Alex Monique Clemmons
Nicholas Christopher Cochran
Matthew Paul Cochran
Vinicia Louis Crenshaw
Courtney Hogan DiPietro
Leslie-Ann Ashley Ellington
Eliseo Espinosa
Brandon Esquenazi

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Office of Undergraduate Studies

Stacy Ray Eubanks
Daniel Farina
Zulma Nicole Fernandez
Joshua Stephen Fersko
Jessica Lynn Fischer
Derick E. Foster
Brittani Jane Gager
Kimberly Ann Geller
*Dinah Gill
Nicole Hamilton
Cynthia Susan Hart
LaDai De'Bria Haywood
Shannon Higgins
Sarah Elizabeth Hill
*** Kristi Nicole Hinckley
* Brittany A. Hines
Mary Edith Huff
Travis Mayer Hunt
Nicholas Robert Jennings
Brittany A. Johnson
Michelle Marie Kennedy
Christopher Joseph Koss
Jacqueline Bhanwattie Kumar
Megan Elizabeth Lamb
Taylor Madden
Rodolfo Enrique Maldonado, Jr.
Mason Taylor Malvinni
Timothy Matthew Mansfield-Thompson
Ashley Nicole Marlow
Phyllicia S. Matheson
Sara Ashley Matthews
Stacey Michelle Metzler
Ryan Michael Meyers
Elena Michel
Marissa M. Millman
Jessica Nicole Mohler
Megan Rae Monday
Ashley Ann Monk
Erika Michelle Moore
Adam Michael Moratelli
Andrew Michael Mueller
Brian Keith Myers
Nicole Marie Nelson
Laura Lee New
* Sheila Lynn Newman
Karen Alicia Osborne
** Reuben Russell Parker
Tiffany Renee Patton
Peterson R. Pierre
Selina Marie Pooser
Steven Maksud Poskanzer
* Lauren Promnan
Gregory Prox

Kory Adam Pugh
Luis Fabian Quevedo
Haley Elizabeth Ramsay
Matthew Alan Raulerson
Juanita Z. Rhynes
*** Alexa Cristina Riccardi
David Rodriguez
Cigdem Rodriguez Ferrera
Melissa Rojas
Melissa Angelica Rojas
Andrew Allen Rosenow
Rebecca Rose Rowland
Mary Anne Rubin
Michael P. Ruth
Erin Rae Ryan
Diego Efrain Sanchez
Cassandra Chemin Santana
Travis Joseph Shreve
Latoya Nicole Smith
Leslie Marie Smoak
Cory Alan Stockel
Andrea Stoner
Allison Leigh Sullivan
James Valle
Carlamarie Velez
Aaron Joseph Vohlers
Lisa Louise West
Stephanie Jordan West
Jocelynn Shanell Williams
James Wallace Wood III
Emilie Ann Wright
Jessica Dawn-Marie Young

Jones Legagneur
Gary D. Moore III
** Catherine A. Passaro
Charlene Chang Vang
Robert Michael Williamson

Bachelor of Applied Science

Applied Science BAS
Mohamed Riazadeen Abid
Vanine Augustin
Kerry Benton
Jonathan Daniel Bonnett
Melissa Boogich
Theodore Harold Brown III
Kenneth Fabian Ceballos
John Joseph D'Alessandro
Jordan Paul Ehrig
Gwendolyn Grant
Megan Ann Helock
Brandon James Holland
Adam Wesley Hunt
Robert William Hunter
Nicole Marie Janesky

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Bachelor of Science

Event Management BS
Gia Gabrielle Allmond
Jennifer Michelle Baca
Dominique Michelle Benoit
Stephanie Michelle Blackwelder
Nicholas Michael Brown
Alycia Victoria Cardiff
Nathalie Cardona
Megan Lindsey Cassell
Gabriela Alexandra Castellon
Matthew John Ceballos
Carlie Catherine Cepek
Elizabeth Chiriani

** Courtney Sloan Crisp
Samantha Lee Dandridge
Crista Marie Dettelis
Elizabeth Marie Douglas
Taylor Michelle Fant
Meredith Ann Farmer
Joseph Anthony Femia
Jillian Morand Fink
Sarah Wilson Ford
Gloria Angelica Galarza
Melissa Marie Germain
Amanda Vivian Gonzalez
Brian Lynae Graham
Lindsey Alexa Grooms

* Alicia Marie Griggs
Mollie Ann Hadley
Brittney Nicole Harris

*** Elizabeth Ann Harris
Jacqlyn M. Hassett
Kelli Jordan Hester

* Celina Noel Ingargiola
Sarah Beth Isacks

* Tinesha Kilani Johnson
Megan Elizabeth Joyce
Amy E. Kirwan
Jessica Marie Leary
Kathryn Elizabeth Lipsit
Adriana Marie Lopez
Jessica Lynn Manemiet

* Jordan Elizabeth Mangrich
Alexandra Elizabeth Mason
Courtney Mason
Ashley Brooke May
Madison Dabbs McGrath
Crystal Marie Meeks
Aundi Lanae Moore
Krista Leigh Moses

** Taylor Mountain
Brittany Danielle Myers
Jessica Alessandra Nardulli
Steven Anthony Natale
Kyra Renee Neal
Stephanie Lynn Nicoll
Danielle Marie Nugent
Jennifer Anne Mary O'Connor
Emily Paige Outlaw
Antonio Jesus Padilla III
James Bradford Petrine
Lindsay Natalie Phillips
Jessica M. Piramoun
Diehra Lois Potter
Chelsea Bryn Price
Khristle Candace Rader
Elizabeth R. Ramsey
Jessica Rose Raymond
Courtney Moriah Riall
Desiree Ayana Roberts
Mandy E. Rollins
Laura Marie Root
Pamela Jill Ross
Jenna Hinde Sada
Kathleen Marie Sakowicz
Brittney Ann Sasser
Brittany D. Schmitt
Melissa Dawn Schwarz
Katelyn Jordan Searcy
Gerald Akeem Sessions

* Stefanie Maureen Shimansky
Matthew Ian Simons
Erica Kristin Smith
Meghan Elizabeth Thorpe
Danielle Marie Tieman
Aris Lynne Tucker
Joanna Michelle Arnet Walling
Kelsey L. Walrath

* Jessica Dawn West
Jessica Marie White

* Renee Caroline Wild
Courtney Sherrell Wilson
Vanessa Marie Zameza
Nicolette Naomi Zynger

Hospitality Management BS

Peter Andrew Abascal
Andrew D. Abreu
Abigail Quinones Alangulian
Melissa Erin Ascher
Wendy Lynn Aylesworth
William James Beckwith

Erin Marie Bennett
Alana Jean Bevan
Ross Alan Braddock
Jamie Lynn Brady
Jenna Lynn Bromhead
Andre Burnett
David James Carroll
Alexzia Castro
Randall Louis Chappuis
Chad David Chute
Carrie Ellen Climer
Nicholas Ryan Creach
Stephanie Michelle D'Angelo
Donald Allen Davis, Jr.
Melissa Nicole Davis
Michelle DeJesus
Dana Marie Diffie
Sarah Diane Dudley
Brittany Anne Earley
Kalyne Elise Eastman
Taylor Michelle Fant
Samantha Jean Fasolo
Tricia Marie Foaoco
Mitchel Robert Foster
Amanda Leigh Frampton
Justin Lee Freiman
Taylor Russell Greene

* Alicia Marie Griggs
Kathrine Ann Guarino
Danna Andrea Guerra
Janelle Gutierrez
Casey Lee Haines
Brittney Nicole Harris
Courtney Carol Hatfield
Kelli Jordan Hester
Stephanie Hill
Matthew William Hoenig
Matthew Riley Hoffman
Kaley Dawn Horsley
Joshua Daniel Jaffe
Lauren Danielle Jankowski

* Leah Ann Jarvis
Johanna Paola Jimenez
Jacqueline Nicole Johnson

* Tinessa Kilani Johnson
Amanda June Jones
Andrew Jordan Kahn
Christopher Michael Kahn
David Martin Kaplan
Tiffany L. Kaplan
Amy E. Kirwan

** Scott Michael Kley
Kathryn Michele Kruse

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Alexander David Lantz
Brett Robert Lesko
Karen Marie Lovan
** Michelle Lynn Markham
Kevin David Martini
Matthew David McCoy
Amber Michelle McDonald
Adam Patrick Moore
Irma Mujkanovic
Sydney Rebecca Mundy
Justin Chase Muniz
Amber D. Myers
William Matthew Myers
Anjuli N. Naraine
Steven Anthony Natale
Ashley Nicole Nealis
Kailey Elizabeth New
Hayley Devorah Ostroff
Lauren Nicole Parisseau
Francis Matthew Paros
Lorena C. Pernalete
Alex Benjamin Perschka
Christin Elizabeth Price
Nicoie Ann Quattrock
Elizabeth R. Ramsey
Kevin Andrew Reynolds, Sr.
Kyle D. Roach
Nori Elsa Rodriguez
Melissa Ann Rogers
Jacee Lee Rosen
Matthew William Roulan
Chelsea Renee Jones Rowe
Kelley Marie Ryan
Tara Mari Santiago
Noah Benjamin Schalit
Kaitlin Nichole Schisler
Brittany D. Schmitt
Kristie Anne Schuster
Catherine Mary Seage
Jared Russell Seitzlin
Bennet Michael Sell
Gerald Akeem Sessions
Zachary Michael Shelton
Stephanie Ann Sheppard
Shabriae Chartae Spears

** Tiffany Rose Spencer
Tammy Lynn Staufferland
Lynette Maria Teope
Jessica Alisha Thibou
Christine Lynn Tomeo
Felice Lamara Tucker
Joslyn Lee Tusa
George Michael Uruquioha
Siobhan Patricia Valle
Joseph M. Volpe
Caitlin Cagney Ward
Keith Douglas Wargula
Christopher John Waz
Alyssa Nicole Webb
Diana Colleen Wechsler
Austin Ryan Wilcox
Amy Lee Wilson
Nathan Winston Wong
Jiajia Xie
Alana Lorrie Yasso
Amanda Leigh Frampton
Spencer Thomas Hoff
Kelly Elizabeth MacDonald
Ashley C. Mazzone
Alexandra Sarah Redmond
Julian Daniel Rodriguez
Chad Daniel Turner
Amy Nichole Watson
Sean Alexander Westhorpe
Nathaniel R. Zeigler

Hospitality Management BS-Generalist Track
Raymond Douglas Biederman
Courtney Denise Boyar
*** Lindsey E. Chronister
Katelyn Renee Cordell
Frank Dury Cox
Benjamin Thomas Falcone
Ricarya Latoya Jackson
* Frank Robert Miller

Hospitality Management BS-Hospitality Management BS Track
Caitlin L. Anderson
Keith Baca
Meagan Elizabeth Burea
Corey Robert Elwell
Madalyn Marie Kneece
** Jennifer Kristine Koski
* Anna O. Lalican
Felipe Dhiogo Robine
Thomas Joseph Seravalli
Katherine Jean Werling

Hospitality Management BS-Theme Park and Attraction Management Track
Alejandro O. Burgos
Samantha Lea Dawson
** Marissa B. Freedman
Emma Watts Griffin
Maggie Ellen McJury
* Michelle Victoria Pricenor

Restaurant and Food Service Management BS
Andre Burnett
David James Carroll
Nicholas Paul Corrado
Ashton Kydder Croxford
The Commencement Ceremony and Academic Regalia

The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teacher, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. A representative of the Faculty Senate certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The hoods used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio Art &amp; the Computer</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### College of Business Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Engineering and Computer Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Graduate Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Health and Public Affairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Informatics</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Blue-Violet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Medicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular Biology and Microbiology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Nursing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Optics and Photonics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Computing</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rosen College of Hospitality Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism Management</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
College Gonfalons

The gonfalon originated in the medieval state of Italy as an ensign of the state of office. The UCF gonfalons designate the university seal, the various colleges, and the core values of The UCF Creed. The colors of the university, black and gold, are joined together in a UCF star common to all colleges.

The University Mace

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the UCF library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

The Presidential Medallion

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: Accent on the Individual and Accent on Excellence.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, Reach for the Stars. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
Honorary Degrees Awarded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name and Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 69</td>
<td>Kurt H. Debus, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William H. Dial, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1970</td>
<td>John W. Young, Doctor of Applied Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1973</td>
<td>Louis C. Murray, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1974</td>
<td>Fred C. Clayton, Doctor of Professional Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1978</td>
<td>Richard F. Livingston, Doctor of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1979</td>
<td>Albert F. Hegenberger, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lee R. Scherer, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1979</td>
<td>Joseph Daniel Duffey, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 1980</td>
<td>Thelma Vivian Jackson Dudley, Doctor of Humanities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Howard Phillips, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1981</td>
<td>Gene Burns, Master of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1982</td>
<td>Robert J. Whalen, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Duda, Jr., Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ferdinand Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1982</td>
<td>Mary Jo Davis, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William E. Davis, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1982</td>
<td>Joseph A. Boyd, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 1983</td>
<td>J. W. Hubler, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Wadsworth, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1984</td>
<td>Allan E. Gotieb, Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1985</td>
<td>George J. Becker, Jr., Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jerry Collins, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. Robert Graham, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walter O. Lowrie, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William C. Schwartz, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1986</td>
<td>Isaac Bashevis Singer, Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1988</td>
<td>Elie Wiesel, Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1988</td>
<td>Sven Caspersen, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John D. Holloway, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wolfgang-Detlef Petri, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1989</td>
<td>Frank M. Hubbard, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William S. Jenkins, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James C. Robinson, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles N. Millican, Doctor of Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1990</td>
<td>Helen Harris Perlman, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thaddeus Seymour, Doctor of Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1991</td>
<td>Roald Hoffman, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1993</td>
<td>Buell G. Duncan, Jr., Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1995</td>
<td>Norman R. Augustine, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1996</td>
<td>Jesse Stone, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1996</td>
<td>Richard A. Nunis, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maxwell C. King, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joe R. Lee, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 1998</td>
<td>Trevor Colbourn, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1998</td>
<td>Linda W. Chapin, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1999</td>
<td>Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>President Oscar Arias, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reubin O’D. Askew, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2000</td>
<td>Lotfi Zadeh, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2001</td>
<td>Richard M. Karp, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph F. Traub, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LeRoy T. Walker, Sr., Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James Bacchus, Doctor of Public Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2002</td>
<td>Richard M. DeVos, Sr., Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2002</td>
<td>Nancy Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2002</td>
<td>Albert Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert E. Kahn, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2004</td>
<td>G. Vince Amico, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2005</td>
<td>Lester Mandell, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2006</td>
<td>Harriet Elam-Thomas, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2006</td>
<td>Aniel Acevedo Vila, Doctor of Public Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2007</td>
<td>Rita Bornstein, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2008</td>
<td>Charles Hard Townes, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Vander Weide, Doctor of Commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2009</td>
<td>Howard Lance, Doctor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2009</td>
<td>Jerry S. Roth, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2011</td>
<td>James A. Hinson, Doctor of Public Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Degrees Conferred

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B.A.</th>
<th>Bachelor of Arts</th>
<th>M.A.A.E.</th>
<th>Master of Arts in Applied Economics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.A.B.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration</td>
<td>M.A.T.</td>
<td>Master of Arts in Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.A.S.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Applied Science</td>
<td>M.P.A.</td>
<td>Master of Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.Des</td>
<td>Bachelor of Design in Architecture</td>
<td>M.B.A.</td>
<td>Master of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.F.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Fine Arts</td>
<td>M.Ed.</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.M.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Music</td>
<td>M.F.A.</td>
<td>Master of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.M.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Music Education</td>
<td>M.N.M.</td>
<td>Master of Nonprofit Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.As.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering</td>
<td>M.S.A.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.B.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Business Administration</td>
<td>M.S.A.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.C.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering</td>
<td>M.S.B.M.</td>
<td>Master of Sports Business Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.Cp.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering</td>
<td>M.S.C.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.ConE</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering</td>
<td>M.S.Cp.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.E.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>M.S.E.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.E.E.T.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology</td>
<td>M.S.Env.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.E.T.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology</td>
<td>M.S.I.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.Env.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering</td>
<td>M.S.M.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.I.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering</td>
<td>M.S.M.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.M.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>M.S.M.S.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.N.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Nursing</td>
<td>M.S.N.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.W.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Social Work</td>
<td>M.S.R.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Real Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.N.P.</td>
<td>Doctor of Nursing Practice</td>
<td>M.S.T.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Taxation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.P.T.</td>
<td>Doctor of Physical Therapy</td>
<td>M.S.W.</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed.D.</td>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed.S.</td>
<td>Education Specialist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 6-10 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. To update their diploma mailing addresses, undergraduate students should contact the Registrar’s Office and master’s students should contact the College of Graduate Studies.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!

Lost and found items may be turned in or claimed at Guest Services, located at the main entrance on the second level. All University of Central Florida campus activities, events, programs, and facilities are available to all students of any race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and veterans’ status with due respect to law and the university’s philosophy of respect for individual and personal dignity.
All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold, will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.

May loyalty and friendship, within our hearts unite, and light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight. With honor and affection our friendship will renew; we sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.
UCF COCOA
In partnership with Brevard Community College
1519 Clearlake Road
Building 3
Cocoa, FL 32922
321.433.7821

UCF DAYTONA BEACH
In partnership with Daytona State College
1200 W. International Speedway Boulevard
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386.506.4021

UCF LEESBURG
In partnership with Lake-Sumter Community College
9501 U.S. Highway 441
Leesburg, FL 34788
352.536.2113

UCF Ocala
In partnership with College of Central Florida
3001 S.W. College Road
Ocala, FL 34474
352.854.2322 x. 1824

UCF PALM BAY
In partnership with Brevard Community College
250 Community College Parkway
Building 3
Palm Bay, FL 32909
321.433.7838

UCF SANFORD/LAKE MARY
In partnership with Seminole State College
100 Weldon Boulevard
Partnership Center
Sanford, FL 32773
407.708.2471

UCF SOUTH LAKE
In partnership with Lake-Sumter Community College
1250 North Hancock Road
Clermont, FL 34711
352.536.2113

UCF SOUTH ORLANDO
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
Orlando, FL 32809
407.608.1440

UCF VALENCIA OSCEOLA
In partnership with Valencia College
1800 Denn John Lane
Building 3, Suite 319
Kissimmee, FL 34744
407.582.4190

UCF VALENCIA WEST
In partnership with Valencia College
1800 South Kirkman Road
Building 11, Room 104
Orlando, FL 32811
407.582.5500
THE UCF CREED

Integrity, scholarship, community, creativity, and excellence are the core values that guide our conduct, performance, and decisions.

INTEGRITY

I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

SCHOLARSHIP

I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

COMMUNITY

I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

CREATIVITY

I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

EXCELLENCE

I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.

College of Arts and Humanities

The senses of sight, sound, and sensation are transformed by spirit and creativity into meaningful diverse forms of expression in the College of Arts and Humanities.

The Burnett Honors College

Illumination is knowledge—the eternal flame symbolizes The Burnett Honors College’s mission to foster honor and passion for lifelong learning.

College of Business Administration

Images of competition and finance for the College of Business Administration with its innovative curriculum, state-of-the-art facilities, and nationally recognized programs.

College of Education

The apple has served as the definitive symbol of education and knowledge for centuries. And for the College of Education, a galaxy of encircling stars serves as a shining example of diverse opportunities for learning.

College of Engineering and Computer Science

The Space Transportation System symbolizes one of the most complex and ambitious scientific feats ever achieved and epitomizes the spirit of the College of Engineering and Computer Science.

College of Graduate Studies

Leadership, research, and service empower graduate students in the division’s quality learning environment. The doctoral cap, hood, and gown epitomize the highest achievement for the College of Graduate Studies.

The College of Health and Public Affairs

Academic programs in the College of Health and Public Affairs are bound together by a shared sense of purpose—to serve communities and contribute knowledge that improves the quality of life of citizens.

College of Medicine

The Rod of Aesculapius, serpent entwined around a staff, is an ancient Greek symbol associated with healing the sick. The rod topped by the UCF Flame of Hope is spiraled with the DNA’s double helix to form the symbol for the College of Medicine.

College of Nursing

The spirit of the College of Nursing is conveyed by images that symbolize caring, knowledge, and leadership.

College of Optics and Photonics

The striking multifaceted relief captures the spirit of the Age of Light and epitomizes the science and technology of the College of Optics and Photonics and its dominant influence in the 21st Century.

College of Sciences

As one of the largest colleges at UCF, the College of Sciences’ programs range from the behavioral, biological, computational, and physical to the communicative, political, and social sciences.

Office of Undergraduate Studies

Office of Undergraduate Studies provides the foundation, vision, and leadership necessary for students to reach their academic potential and to prepare for the steps, challenges, and rewards of lifelong learning.

Rosen College of Hospitality Management

The central fountain, framed by Mediterranean arches, has come to symbolize the Rosen College of Hospitality Management’s state-of-the-art campus and its standard of excellence for the industry.

The UCF Creed

Integrity, scholarship, community, creativity, and excellence are the core values that guide the university’s conduct, performance, and decisions.
This Commencement Program will be available at http://commencement.ucf.edu for download as a PDF beginning Monday, December 17, 2012.

COMMENCEMENT
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

December 14–15, 2012
UCF Arena
Orlando, Florida